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Secretary Named 
For Student Body 
Ballenger Takes 
Vacant Position 
The executive committee 
of Student Government an- 
nounced tonight that Dick 
Ballenger has been appoint- 
ed secretary of the Clemson 
College Student Body for 
the current semester, 
from   Inman,   S.   C.     He   his, 
Ballenger is a textile chemis- 
try junior from Inman, S. C. He 
is past president of the Junior 
YMCA Council, a member of 
the YMCA Cabinet, the Baptist 
DICK BALLENGER 
Student Union, Tiger Brother- 
hood, The American Associa- 
tion of Textile Chemist and Col- 
Colorist, and has been a mem- 
ber of the Student Assembly. 
Dick also will be editor of the 
YMCA   Handbook   next  year. 
Ballenger, will replace John 
Duffie who resigned at the end 
of last semester. Jimmie Hum- 
phries, president of the student 
body, made the following state- 
ment in announcing the appoint- 
ment of Dick Ballenger as secre- 
tary of the student body, "The 
Executive Committee of Clemson 
College accepts the resignation 
of John Duffie with deep re- 
grets, and we are greatly ap- 
preciative of his work in the 
past semester. The Executive 
Committee takes great pleasure 
in announcing the appointment 
of Dick Ballanger as secretary 
of the student body. We feel 
that this appointment will be 
advantageous to the entire 
school." 
Dick will work with the Ex- 
ecutive Committee in his capac- 
ity as secretary and his office 
will be located in the new Stu- 
dent Government Room. 
Hort Students 
Present Papers 
On the sixth, seventh and 
eight of February several mem- 
bers of the Horticulture Depart- 
ment attended the regional 
meeting of the Southern Asso- 
ciation of Agricultural Workers. 
In conjunction with this meet- 
ing was the meeting of the Col- 
legiate branch of the ASHS. 
Several distinctions were 
brought back to Clemson by the 
students who attended the meet- 
ings. 
Bobby Skelton, a junior in 
horticulture, was elected secre- 
tary of the collegiate branch of 
ASHS. Bill Garren presented a 
very fine report on the progress 
of the experiment he is carrying 
on in connection with the effects 
of different types of rooting me- 
dia in the use of mist propoga- 
tion. Hugh Jenkins gave a re- 
port on his perminto pepper pro- 
ject, in which he gave some 
very interesting data on the re- 
sults he has obtained. 
The meeting terminated with 
a tour of the Ida Casson Gard- 
ens which are located about 
eighty miles southwest of At- 
lanta, Ga. 
This was a very enjoyable trip 
for all who attended the meet- 
ing, and in general, much was 
learned about the present pic- 
ture of agriculture. 
Lander College Girls 
Give F. T. A. Program 
A group of seventeen girls 
from Lander College, and their 
sponsors, Dr. King and Miss 
Wham, presented the program 
at the meeting of the E. W. 
Slkes Chapter of Future Teach- 
ers of America last Tuesday 
evening. The theme of the pro- 
gram was "The Qualities a 
Teacher Should Possess." 
The group had supper in the 
dining hall before the meeting, 
and later attended the basket- 
ball game. 
Fourteen Students 
Receive All A's 
For First Semester 
Fourteen students received all 
"A's" for the first semester 1955- 
56, the Registrar's Office re- 
ported recently. Of this group, 
there were two seniors, four jun- 
iors, ope sophomore, and seven 
were freshmen; also, there were 
two coeds in the group. 
For senior Bill Hood, a pre 
med student from Hickory 
Grove, S. C, this was the sixth 
semester of all "A's" on the rec- 
ord, and Elbridge Wright, agron 
omy senior from Belton, has 
five perfect semesters to his 
credit. 
Thomas Berry, electrical en- 
gineering: junior from Green- 
ville, made all "A's" for the 
third time since he has been 
at Clemson. Other juniors 
who hit the jackpot were 
Everett Bishop, electrical en- 
gineering major from York; 
Newt Stall, textile manufac- 
turing student from Green- 
ville; and Stanley Winchester, 
electrical engineering student 
from Fort Mill. 
The only sophomore to make 
the grade was Lawrence Con 
nor, Jr., mechanical engineering 
major from  Barnwell. 
Seven persons struck it rich 
in1 their first year at Clemson: 
Joseph T. Baileyv chemical en- 
gineering major from Clemson; 
Sara Louise Cooper, chemistry 
student from Clemson; Ross , L. 
Goble, textile engineering ma 
jor from Pine Castle, Florida; 
Benjamin A. Huggin, mechani 
cal engineering student from 
Greenville; Elsie Sue L. Reel, 
arts and sciences major from 
Glendale; Larry L. Simmons, 
electrical engineering student 
from Greenville; and Charles S 
Spencer, Jr., civil engineering 
major from Charleston. 
Joe Bowen Attends 
Methodist Seminar 
Joe Bowen of Villa Rica, Ga., 
a senior at Clemson, president 
of Wesley Foundation and vice 
president of the Y. M. C. A., at- 
tended a Christian Citizenship 
Seminar for college students in 
ISJew York and Washington, D 
C, last week. 
Sponsors of the seminar was 
the Methodist Student Movement, 
national organization for Meth- 
odist students on college cam- 
puses. The 50 delegates were 
students from colleges and uni- 
versities across the nation se- 
lected by state MSM councils. 
The students saw the United 
Nations and the United States 
government at work and consid- 
ered policy and operation from 
a Christian viewpoint. The 
week-long annual affair was 
divided into three days in New 
York and three days in Wash- 
ington. 
In New York the students 
attended U. N. sessions and 
were briefed on U. N. agen- 
cies. Addresses on current 
concerns were made by John 
Swomley, eexcutive secretary 
of the Fellowship of Reconcil- 
iation; Kenneth Maxwell, as- 
sociate executive director ef 
the Department of Interna- 
tional Affairs of the National 
Council of Churches; and Dr. 
Frank Graham, V. N. repre- 
sentative in India and Pakis- 
tan.  . 
In Washington, students . had 
private interviews with their 
congressmen, sat in on congres- 
sional sessions and heard Sena- 
tor Paul Douglas of Illinois; 
William Caldwell, director of 
the Office of Public Reports of 
the International Cooperation 
Administration; Victor Reuther. 
educational director of the 
United Automobile Workers; 
Ray Wilson, director of t n e 
Friends Committee on National 
Legislation and Robert Rinden, 
regional planning advior,' Bu- 
reau of Far Easter Affairs of 
the State Department. 
NOTICE! 
Phi Psi has Invited Mr. 
Charles G. Johnson to speak 
to all seniors about job inter- 
views. Mr. Johnson, Place- 
ment Director for Deering 
Milliken, will speak on "What 
Interviewers Expect of a Job 
Applicant." The meeting will 
be in the textile auditorium 
at 7:00 p. m. Monday Feb- 
ruary 27. 
Concert Series Presents 
Fifth Progrem Of The Year 
Minneapolis Orchestra To 
Play; Conducted by Antel Dorati 
Don King, 1955 captain of the Clemson foot- 
ball team, receives the Blue Key Trophy from 
Jack Bass, president of the University of South 
Carolina Blue Key while Lynn Hendricks, 
president of the Clemson chapter of the Blue 
Key looks on. The trophy, presented during 
the halftime of the Clemson-South Carolina 
basketball game, goes each year to the college 
whose football team wins the State Fair game. 
(TIGER photo by Bob Huey.) 
Trophy Presented At 
Halftime Ceremonies 
Big Thursday Trophy 
Moves To Tigertown 
At the Clemson-Carolina basketball game on Tuesday 
night, February 21, the Clemson football team received 
the Blue Key trophy for winning the. Big Thursday foot- 
ball game of the 1955-56 season. 
Lynn Hendricks,  president  of 
the Clemson Chapter of Blue 
Key National Honor Fraternity 
introduced Jack Bass, president 
of the Carolina Blue Key Chap 
ter. Bass presented the trophy 
to Don King, who represented 
the 1955 Clemson football team, 
and who accepted with these 
words: "I hope we will not have 
to return this trophy for many 
years." 
The trophy is a large bronze 
loving cup with the names of 
the two Blue Key Fraternities 
inscribed upon it, along with 
a list of the dates of the Big 
Thursday football games and 
the scores of the games, since 
1948, when the trophy was in- 
troduced by the two fratern- 
ities, jointly. 
Carolina has retained the cup 
each year, until now.1 
Offices Of Student 
Government Moved 
lo Student Center 
The Executive Committee of 
the Student Government an- 
nounced tonight that a room on 
the eighth floor of the Student 
Center will be used as Stu- 
dent Government room. 
The Executive Committee 
consists of the four class 
presidents and the president, 
vice-president, and secretary 
of the student body. The n§w 
room will be used primarily 
by this branch of Student 
Government but will also- be 
used by the officers of the 
various classes. It will be 
equipped with conference ta- 
ble, telephone, and office 
desks. A collection of pictures 
will be begun of the officers 
of the student body. 
Jimmie Humphries, president 
of the student body, made the 
following statement concerning 
the announcement of the location 
of the new room: "A central 
headquarters for Student Gov- 
ernment has been needed for 
many years here at Clemson 
and with the greatly increased 
importance and work of this 
organization, especially during 
the past year, it is felt that this 
room will be of immense value 
in performing the duties of Stu- 
dent Government now and in 
the years to come. 
College Funds 
List Available 
The college attempts to as- 
sist as many students as possible 
with its limited fund giving first 
conideration to the most deserv- 
ing cases. There is still a need 
at Clemson College for loan and 
scholarship funds for worthy 
students. Any interested indi- 
viduals, organizations, or com- 
panies are urged to contact col- 
lege officials. 
The new revised list of funds 
available for students has been 
released by the student aid and 
placement office. 
Scholarship Awards 
Offered To Students 
Clemson College awards four- 
teen scholarships annually to 
entering freshmen enrolling in 
the agricultural department. 
These scholarships, awarded on 
the basis of need, leadership, 
high sychool record, score made 
on the entrance exam, and farm 
experience. Applicants must 
enroll in college in either the 
summer or fall of 1956. 
Sears-Roebuck provides ten 
one-year   scholarships   valued 
at  $200   each  awarded  on    a 
state-wide   basis.   They   offer 
an   additional   scholarship   of 
$250  to the most outstanding 
freshman   scholarship  winner. 
Three   four-year   scholarships 
are  provided  by  the    Smith- 
Douglas  Company,    Inc.,  and 
are valued at $750. The recip- 
ient  receives   §300   his  fresh- 
man year; $200 his sophomore 
year, $150 his junior year, and 
$100 his senior year. 
The George.E. and Leila Giles 
Singleton scholarship is  award- 
ed preferably to  a resident    of 
Oconee, Pickens    and Anderson 
counties   in   that   order.      The 
award is valued at $300 per year. 
Applicants   for     the   scholar- 
ships  must  obtain,  fill  out  and 
return   the   necessary   scholar- 
ship' forms before midnight May 
15,  1956.    These  forms may be 
obtained by writing to Dr. J. M. 
Stepp,    Chairman,    Agricultural 
(Continued on page 8) 
Seniors May Pick Up 
Class Rings at L. C. 
Martin Drug Store 
M. B. Stevenson, of the L. C. 
Martin Drug Co», announced 
Wednesday that seniors gradu- 
ating in June 1956 could pick 
up their class rings. A com- 
plete list of those students ex- 
pecting to graduate in June has 
been received from the regis- 
trar's office making it possible 
for seniors to pick them up. Most 
of the rings have arrived with 
only a few late orders coming in 
late, probably about a month. 
Tiger Brotherhood 
Holds Founder's 
Niahl Banquet Here 
The Tiger Brotherhood will 
hold its first Founders' Night 
Banquet on Friday, February 24 
at 6:30 p. m. in the Gold Room 
of the Clemson House. Dean 
Walter Cox will be the master of 
ceremonies and Bobby Arnold 
will present the devotional. 
Professor John D. Lane, the 
principal speaker, will talk 
concerning the reasons that ^ 
brought about the Tiger 
Brotherhood's founding, the 
founding of it, and its history. 
Dr. R. F. Poole, president    of 
the college, will give a short 
'speech, and the Clemson College 
Glee Club Quartet will sing. 
• In place of Joe Bowen, 
president of the Tiger Broth- 
erhood, who will be absent 
because of a track meet, Joe 
Taylor, vice-president, will 
give a speech on the reasons 
4for some recent changes in the 
Tiger Brotherhood Constitu- 
tion, and their aims for the 
present and future. 
All present members and hon- 
orary members are invited; al- 
so, initiates elected February 21. 
All honorary members that 
plan to come should contact Mr. 
D, G. Hughes in the Student 
Affairs  Office' (phone:   241). 
Banquet Time For 
Junior-Senior Is 
Changed By Vote 
At a recent poll of all juniors 
and seniors of Clemson College, 
a majority of the voters ex- 
pressed the desire that the Ju- 
nior-Senior Banquet be held on 
Saturday afternoon (about one 
o'clock), rather than the pre- 
vious time of Friday nighty The 
exact figures were: 140 for Fri- 
day night and 1887 for Saturday 
afternoon. Committees are now 
being set up to make plans for 
the banquet, now that the ques- 
tion of the time has been settled. 
Obviously a large number of 
those concerned still felt that 
the atmosphere of an evening 
banquet was much to be de 
sired, and that the change 
from formal wear to suits and 
dresses would be "too much"; 
also, they felt that some per 
sons would be inconvenienced 
by the Saturday hour, as re- 
garded the house parties plan- 
ned for that weekend. For 
these and other reasons, 140 
persons voted against chang- 
ing the time of this traditional 
occasion. 
On the other hand, 187 per- 
sons voted for the change. They 
evidently felt that the uncrowd- 
ed Saturday schedule better af- 
forded plenty of time for the 
banquet, and that it would be a 
good idea to give the speaker a 
little longer to talk. They also 
felt that it would help the dates 
in two ways: They wouldn't have 
to rush so much if they couldn't 
get off from school till Friday 
afternoon, and they- wouldn't 
have to wear the bulky, bother- 
some, formal dresses while seat- 
ed at the banquet table. 
Senior Class Meet 
Scheduled Thursday 
A meeting of all members of 
the Senior Class will be held 
next Thursday evening, March 
1, at 6:30 in room 118 Chemistry 
Building. The main topics of 
discussion will be the Senior 
Class Project and Senior Day. 
Besides plans to be made and 
committees to be appointed for 
the above items, the handling 
of caps and gowns, and invi- 
tations, will be discussed. Also, 
suggestions have been received 
concerning other matters of in- 
terest to the class, and every 
member of the class should be 
present to take part in the meet- 
ing. 
The fifth presentation of the 1955-56 Clemson College 
Concert Series will be the concert on March 13 by tht 
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati conduc- 
tor. 
The Minneapolis Symphony 
will be in its fifty-third year of 
continuous presentation of con- 
certs when it comes to Clemson 
this year. It has appeared in 
forty-five of the forty-eight 
states, and also in siv provinces 
of Canada and in Havana, Cuba. 
The Minneapolis Symphony is 
a municipal supported organi- 
zation, with its home at the 
Northrop Auditorium on the 
campus of the University of 
Minnesota. 
Antal Dorati, conductor of 
the orchestra, was born in 
Budapest, Hungary, of parents 
who were both musicians. 
They recognized his talent at 
an early age, and he was en- 
rolled in the Academy of Mu- 
Veterans Club 
To Hold Dance 
The Veterans Club Dance on 
February 25 will be held in the 
Clemson Room of the Clemson 
House. Tickets may be pur- 
chased   through   noon   Saturday. 
Tickets will not be sold at 
the door. The dance is open to 
all club members and their 
guests, but tickets must be pur- 
chased beforehand from one of 
the following persons: Jack 
Downie, prefab 27; Dub John- 
son, prefab 289; L. W. Thornas, 
prefab 234; J. P. Babb, prefab 
300; or L. F. Rhem, room B-8287. 
1952 Olympic Movies 
To Be Shown Sunday 
A review of the 1952 Olym- 
pics, to be shown next Sunday 
at the chemistry' auditorium of 
Clemson College, will be sugges- 
tive, in view of the oncoming 
Olympics of this year. 
Show time is 3 p. m., and this 
film, released by the Air Force, 
will be accompanied by another, 
"Evangeline Land," which de- 
scribes in color the life of the 
Acadian people in the Louisiana 
bayou country. 
At Helsinki, Finland, a crowd 
of 70,000 watches the athletes of 
67 countries in one of the most 
closely-contested Olympics of all 
time. The American team fights 
it out right to the end to insure 
enough points for victory. 
This showing is one . of a 
weekly series presented as a 
community service by the Clem- 




Approximately twenty - four 
persons were present recently at 
a steak supper provided by the 
Sears-Roebuck Foundation in 
honor of the current holders of 
Sears - Roebuck Scholarships at 
Clemson College. The supper 
was in the Purple Room of the 
Clemson House at seVen cfclock 
p. m., February 15. 
The host for the occasion was 
Mr. W. C- Greenway, Assistant 
Southern Director of the Sears- 
Roebuck Foundation, Atlanta, 
Georgia. Other Sears-Roebuck 
officials were Mr. John Clark 
manager of the Sears-Roebuck 
Store in Anderson?and Mr." Rus- 
sell Eades, manager of the 
Sears-Roebuck Store in Green- 
ville. 
Dr. J. W. Jones, Director of 
Agricultural   Teaching   at 
Clemson, was the Toastmaster. 
Also   representing   the   school 
were Dr. F. M. Kinard, Dean 
of the College; Dr. M. D. Far- 
rar, Dean of Agriculture; Mr. 
A. J. Brown, Assistant Comp- 
troller; and Mr. D. G. Hughes, 
Director   of  Student  Aid  and 
Placement. 
The following members of the 
Agricultural    Scholarship Com 
mittee were  present:  Mr.  J.  B. 
Cooper, Associate    Professor  of 
Poultry   Husbandry;   Mr.   B.   E. 
Goodale,  Professor of Dairying; 
Mr. J. B.  Monroe, Professor of 
Vocational   Agricultural   Educa 
tion; Mr. N. R. Page, Associate 
Professor of Agronomy; and Dr. 
J. M.  Stepp, Chairman, Profes- 
sor of Agricultural Economics. 
Ten    freshmen    scholarship 
holders   and   one   sophomore 
scholarship holder were pres- 
ent.     The   freshman   scholar- 
ships are worth $200, and are 
awarded on the basis of schol- 
arship, leadership, personality, 
and economic need. The soph- 
omore  scholarship    is    worth 
$250,  and  is  awarded  to the 
outstanding freshman scholar- 
ship holder of the preceding 
year. 
The     freshman     scholarship 
holders   are:   Billy   Ray   Aber- 
crombie,   R.   F.   D.   1,  Fountain 
Inn;   Robert   Franklin   Breland, 
Cottageville; Patrick Henry Cor 
bett,  R.  F.  D.   1,  Neeses;  Silas 
Vanik Eaddy, R. F. D. 4, Lake 
City; Dwight Blaine Henderspn, 
R. F. D. 2, Chesnee: States Mar- 
ion McCarter, R. F. D.  1, York; 
James Eldridge Martin, R. F. D. 
'2,'Dillon;   Guy   Edward   Sabin, 
Savannah  Highway,  Charleston; 
James ThomasWigington,    R. F. 
D. 1, Piedmont;; Robert Elmore 
Williamson, R. F. D. 3, York. 
The sophomore Sears-Roebuck 
Scholarship holder is Henry 
Lewis Young, Jr., R. F. D. 2, 
Hemingway. 
Since the Sears-Roebuck Ag- 
ricultural Scholarships were first 
offered at Clemson in 1937, a 
total of 324 students have held 
them. Some of these former 
Sears-Roebuck scholars are now 
on the staff of Clemson's School 
of Agriculture, and others are 
agricultural scientists with other 
organizations. 
Methodist Students Will 
Meet At Clemson Friday 
Some 200 Methodist youth 
from the colleges and universi- 
ties of South Carolina will gath- 
er at Clemson College over the 
week-end of February 24-26 
for the annual South Carolina 
Methodist Student Movement 
Conference. 
Dr. Everett Tilson, of the De- 
partment of Religion of Vander- 
bilt University in Nashville, 
Tennessee, will be the platform 
speaker for the Conference. 
The Conference opens with 
registration for the delegates 
Friday afernoon and will con- 
clude Sunday morning with the 
regular worship service at the 
Clemson Methodist Church. 
Miss Kay Felder, a Winth- 
rop College senior and presi- 
dent of the South Carolina 
Methodist Student Movement, 
has announced the theme for 
the Conference — "Through 
Endless Years the same." Dr. 
Tilson will deliver addresses 
on Friday night, Saturday 
morning and Saturday after- 
noon. He will also hold con- 
ferences and interviews with 
the student delegates and will 
be available to the Conference 
in "fireside" discussion ses- 
sions. 
During the business sessions 
the delegates will elect the of- 
ficers for the coming school 
year. 
The Clemson Wesley Founda- 
tion will entertain the delegates 
through the week-end,  and the 
worship services will be under 
the    directions of groups    from 
Converse-Wofford    MSM,    Fur- 
man  University  and    Winthrop 
College Wesley Foundations. 
The    Conference    met  last 
year at Winthrop College    in 
Kock Hill.    The Rev. Hawley 
Lynn is director of the South 
Carolina MSM; the Rev. C. J. 
Lupo, of Anderson, is dean of 
the Conference. 
Joe   Bowen   is   president     of 
the  Clemson    Wesley    Founda- 
tion.   John Rogers is vice presi- 
dent   of    the    South     Carolina 
Methodist   Student     Movement, 
and   Preston   Stokes   is     Worjd 
Christian Community Chairman. 
New Evening Walch 
Arrangements Made 
The new arrangements for 
Evening Watch were presented 
at a recent regular meeting of 
the "Y" Cabinet. Each Evening 
Watch group will have, in the 
future, a specific Cabinet mem- 
ber assigned to it to work with 
the leader in presenting the 
programs. 
Further business at the Cab- 
inet meeting included plans for 
the Forums to be held in the 
Evening Watch groups, on the 
second Tuesday after the Easter 
holidays. These forums will be 
led by local ministers and lay- 
men, and will be similar to those 
held during Religious Empha- 
sis  Week. 
After the meeting the Cabinet 
enjoyed refreshments served by 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lindsey. 
The  next  "Y"  Cabinet  meet:- 
ANTEL   DORATI 
sic in    Budapest.     When    he 
graduated,     having     studied 
piano,   composing,   and     con- 
ducting, he was the youngest 
person  in  the  history  of the 
school to receive a degree. 
Mr. Dorati's career as a con- 
ductor began at the age of eigh- 
teen, and since'that time he has 
worked with music continually, 
including the position  of musi- 
cal director with an opera com- 
pany and a ballet theare. In 1945 
he became conductor of the Dal- 
las   Symphony   Orchestra,    and 
of the Minneapolis Symphony in 
1949.    Antal  Dorati  is  married 
and  has  one  daughter,  Tonina. 
He is still young, in his forties, 
and   is   considered  quite   hand- 
some. 
Dr. Hill Speaks 
To Agronomy Club 
Dr. D. P. Hill, head of the 
Agronomy Department of Ore- 
gon State College, was the guest 
speaker at a recent meeting of 
the Clemson Agronomy Club. 
Dr. Hill's theme for the agron- 
omy profession, and the high- 
lighted his presentation by the 
showing of color slides of the 
scenic beauty of the State of 
Oregon. Also present at the 
meeting were the agronomy 
staff. 
At a short business meeting 
before the featured program, 
the club discussed plans for a 
three-day field trip into North 
Carolina and Virginia. The 
proposed trip would include a 
tour of the Agronomy Depart- 
ment of North Carolina State 
University, a tour of the R. J. 
Reynolds Tobacco Company 
of Winston-Salem, and possi- 
bly a conducted tour through 
the plant of the Nitrogen Di- 
vision, Allied Chemical and 
Dye Corporation of Hopewell, 
Virginia. 
The Agronomy Club also plans 
to sponsor the sale of subscrip- 
tions to "Crops and Soils" maga- 
zine, an information magazine 
that is up to date with new me- 
thods, etc., in agronomy. The 
funds from this project will be 
used for -the promotion of club 
activities. 
Winthrop To Get 
State Fair Break 
"The Johnsonian," the offic- 
ial school newspaper for Winth- 
rop College, announced last week 
that holidays would be given for 
the Clemson-Carolina week-end. 
The week-end which is to be 
called "October Week-End" will 
begin after third period on 
Thursday of the State Fair week 
and the Clemson-Carolina game. 
ing will be held at the home of Free class cuts will be given for 
Dr. and Mrs. Brown. I this holiday. 
Pago_ THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M" 
Give The "Brains" A Break 
I AST week the first in a series of reports by ,the State Fis- 
cal Survey Commission was submitted to the South 
Carolina General Assembly. It contained about nine 
recommendations for the improvement of the South Car- 
olina Public School System. 
One of these points may have some influence on col- 
leges. It was proposed that the 12th grade be de-empha- 
sized by taking the eighth grade out of junior high and 
returning it to high school. This would enable students 
to enter college after the 11th grade or if he or she chooses, 
one extra year of college preparation may be obtained by 
going through the 12th grade. For those students who do 
not foresee a college education the 12th grade could be 
used in special vocational training. 
First impressions are that this would lower college 
standards. A student who has had only 11 years of 
schooling might not be as well prepared as those who 
have had 12 years in the public schools. The remedy for 
this is a tough entrance exam for entrance into all col- 
leges. This would probably eliminate the certain per- 
centage of students who are not ready for college after 
the 11th grade. 
Why not give deserving students a one-year head start? 
MAN ON  CAMPUS by Dick Bibier 
•*me LOOKING OVEK YOUR GRAPES TP SAY YOU BOTH HAP 
SEVERAL FACTORS WORKING A6AINST YOU - THE FACULTY/ 
On Campus 
(Author of '•Barefoot Boa w«A 
with 
MaxShukan 
" y MM Cheek," ete.) 
OH, FOR THE LIFE OF A NEWSPAPERMAN! 
Look at the campus newspaper you are now holding. An ordi- 
nary object, you think? An everyday convenience? Something 
to be taken for granted ? 
Faugh, sirs and madams! Faugh, I say! Don't you know 
what prodigies of skill and labor and organization and art and 
science go into the making of your campus newspaper? 
Come, I'll show you. I'll take you to a typical office of a typical 
newspaper on a typical campus. 
The editor-let's call him D. Fermin Bohorquez, a typical enough 
name-calls his staff together first thing in the morning. "All 
right, you guys," he says, lighting a Philip Morris, which, natu- 
rally, is the favorite cigarette of newspapermen, and of anybody 
else who knows a hawk from a handsaw, "All right, you guys," 
says D. Fermin, "this here ain't no ladies whist society, this 
here is a newspaper. So get out there and get the news. Get it 
first, get it quick, get it right! Ed, you cover the ag campus. 
Phil, you cover the school of mines. Wally, you cover home ec 
Sam, you cover buildings and grounds. Ethel, you cover the 
men's gym.... All right, get going!" 
. B4 ion QxerttetterfsftX. 
With many a laugh and cheer, the reporters light up Philip 
Morrises, favorite cigarette of the young and agile, and dash 
away on their assignments. 
D. Fermin retires to his office to smoke a Philip Morris and 
write a fearless editorial scolding the university for not buying 
Jatches for the worn-out elbows of the chess team. 
On the rim of the copy desk three rewrite men — Tensing, 
Hillary, and Laverne—sit poised and expectant, waiting for the 
reporters to phone in their stories. They smoke Philip Morris, 
favorite cigarette of the poised and expectant Tensing's phone 
rings first; it is Ed calling from the ag campus. 
"Stop the presses!" cries Ed. "Got a scoop! Hunrath T. 
Sigafoos, professor of curds and whey, has just sold his 'article 
The Romance of Butterfat to the Drovers and Poulterers 
Monthly." 
On another phone Sam is calling from buildings and grounds. 
"Tear out the front page!" he cries. "Got an exclusive! Harold 
Top' Wishnograd, superintendent of buildings and grounds, 
today announced the purchase of a new doormat for the vestibule 
of Burton Hall. The last doormat, it will be recalled, was eaten 
by a pledge named Norman Harringay for his Chi Psi initiation." 
Meanwhile, elsewhere in the city room, Ganglia Questover, 
vivacious and ubiquitous gossip columnist, sits smoking a 
Philip Morris, favorite cigarette of the vivacious and ubiquitous, 
and typing out her chatty, informative tidbits: "Maureen 
Valgerholtz, popular Theta, announced her engagement last 
night to Webster Scuff, Oliver Jenkins, Cosmo Erskine, and 
Walter Penn Dowdy. Wedding dates have been set for June 9, 
June 24, July 5, and July 18 respectively. Good luck, Maureen! 
. . . Irving 'Behemoth' Anselm, popular fullback, blew out 120 
feet of esophagus yesterday while inflating a football. Good luck, 
Irving 'Behemoth'! ... Robin Kroveney, popular Deke last year, 
this year popular pfc. in the U. S. Army, writes friends that he 
has been convicted of deserting his post and will be executed 
on April 28. Good luck, Robin!" 
And now, friends, we take our reluctant leave of the drama, the 
action, the tension, the glamor, the churning, the seething, the 
roiling, the sturm und drang of the wonderful world of journal- 
ism. Aloha, journalism, aloha! ©Mai shuimm, I»M 
The maker* of Philip Morris, who sponsor this column, have got some 
news for you too. It's today's new gentle Philip Morris in today's 
blight new package of red, white, and gold. 
Thursday, February 23, 1956 
TALK OF THE TOWN .... 
Better Facilities For Minor Sports 
Needed; Need Any Advertisements 
By Charles 
WASHOUT 
The number of people standing about 
and gazing on the tennis courts this past 
weekend was very indicative of an old 
Clemson need—more facilities for minor 
sports. Clemson College, enrollment ap- 
proximately 3,000, has the grand total of 
two permanent courts for tennis and a 
small swimming hole in the basement of 
the YMCA available to the general stu- 
dent body. 
As one student expressed it the other 
day, "You can't even stand on most of the 
courts, milch less play on them." Clay 
courts are great, sure, but they simply do 
not stand up under the deluges that an- 
nually visit Clemson in the early spring. 
Consequently, the cement courts are the 
only ones that can be used for days after 
a rain. And if you have more than eight 
people who want to play tennis at one 
time, there's going to be a waiting line. 
Even when the clay courts*can be used 
in addition to the cement courts, there are 
often lines or groups of students waiting 
to play. The number of courts available 
is not enough to satisfy all of the players 
who turn out on summer afternoons. 
Pleas have already been made for a new 
swimming pool, with a few minor results. 
Students could Nalso use some serviceable 
tennis courts within the next couple of 
years. 
IMPARTIALITY BEFORE DISHONOR 
Some of you who glanced at this column 
last week may have noticed that one por- 
tion of it was a blurb about a so-called 
book. After this little gem was published, 
we were annoyed by all sorts of people 
wanting us to sample and talk about their 
products. In self defense, and because we 
are making a handsome commission out 
of the whole deal, and because the editor 
demands we be as impartial as possible to 
the advertisers who pay their bills, we 
publish the following advertisements: 
1. Sanders 
"Looking for a greaseless way to keep 
your hair neat all day, without combing? 
Dan's Dandy Barber Parlor has the ideal 
method. No grease, no sticky creams, no 
slick, plastered look. Just get all your 
hair cut off, and keep it in a cigar box." 
"Johnson's Tubeless Wonder Tires can't 
blow out. With Johnson's there is no 
danger of fatal swerves at high speeds, no 
unintentional stop along a lonely road at 
night. Johnson's are made of solid rub- 
ber." 
"Sodurncrude, the finest dutboard motor 
available to the penurious American 
sportsman! So quiet you can't even hear 
it running. As a matter of fact, it proba- 
bly won't be.   Saves gas, you know." 
"Toast with Trefinnen's Pure Homebred 
Whiskey, the highest product of the dis- 
tiller's art. Trefinnen's 81 is truly a dis- 
tilled whiskey. Not just once distilled, 
but distilled and redistilled and redistilled 
until we've got hardly a darn thing left 
and that's what makes the stuff so extra- 
ordinarily, expensive by the bottle-full, 
guaranteed not to contain any residues of 
furans, dimethylaniline, bottom oils, top 
oils, or gunk—Trefinnen's contains the 
pure stuff. Buy a bottle and get well 
soused tonight." 
"Smoke WHEELBARROW!! Wheelbar- 
row is not just a smoke, it is an experi- 
ence. Our use of filthy, cheap, raw mate- 
rials enables us to give you a distinctive 
smoke at a low, low price. In fact, the 
price is so low we have to sell them by the 
carload to make a visible profit. And re- 
member, Wheelbarrow cigarettes contain 
a blend, not just tobacco. We have brought 
together tobacco stalks, sisal hemp, rub- 
ber shavings, and cork chips to give you a 
truly different taste in cigarettes. 
SYMPATHY 
The student body was missed at the con- 
cert Monday night.' 
A Word To The Wise 
By Dicky 
A successful businessman told the story 
from which I have borrowed the theme of 
this writing. He related it something like 
this: "I had an appointment at 7:00 p. m. 
with one of the big industrialists of our 
city. I arrived at his home a little before 
seven and was ushered into a beautifully 
appointed living room. I sat down ging- 
erly in a big chair. The room was so im- 
maculately clean and furnished in such 
excellent taste that I felt a little out of 
place. While I waited for the man to 
finish his dinner, I looked down at my 
clothes and wished I had shined my shoes 
and shaved and cleaned up a little. I could 
hear laughter from the dining room, and I 
sat there thinking, 'I have missed some- 
thing by being a bachelor and not having 
a bunch of children and a nice home of my 
own.' 
"My thoughts were interrupted by a 
five-year-old boy who came dashing from 
the dining room. He stopped directly in 
front of me and without a word, looked 
me over and then said, 'My daddy told me 
you were a millionaire.   Is that true?' 
"I smiled at him and nodded. 'Yes, I 
guess that's true.' 
" 'He said that you are a self-made man, 
too.   Are you?' 
" 'Yes, son, I guess I am a self-made 
man.' 
"Once more he looked me over from 
my dusty shoes to my unkempt hair and 
Ballenger 
then stared me full in the face and said 
innocently, 'What did you make yourself 
like that for?' 'Without waiting for an 
answer, he bounded out of the room. 
"I felt my lace turn crimson, and once 
more I looked with embarrassment at the 
baggy knees of my trousers and at a neck- 
tie that had spots on it; I knew my collar 
was not fresh and that I needed a haircut. 
After I finished my appointment, I.went 
home and took a good look at myself in 
the mirror. The examination made me 
'" very unhappy and led me to take a good 
look at my whole life. I thought of what 
the little boy couldn't see—the inside of 
me was as unkempt as the outside. I sat 
there in my room a long time and finally 
got my Bible and had a session with God." 
He closed with this sentence: "I guess 
a man's life is what he" makes it." 
There is a sense in which we are all self- 
made men. We .choose, sometimes delib- 
erately, sometimes too carelessly, what 
goes into our lives. The things that we 
fondle and caress with our minds become 
a part of us. The words from Proverbs 
concerning a man are so true: "As he 
thinketh in his heart so is he." Our lives 
are colored and determined by what in 
college are called "electives." We as youth 
and college students have choices to make 
today that can and will affect our future 
lives. 
DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT 
Ground Grubbers Dig More Holes; 
No Word Received On Orchestra Yet 
% By Roger Yike 
NO BLAST INTENDED ... 
The following is not meant to be a blast 
or an attempt to run down the grand in- 
stitution that I am about to mention. It 
is very difficult to get your laundry back 
once they find put you have said nasty 
things about them. The following are just 
a few statements gleaned from different 
sources about campus and it might shed 
a little light on the laundry problem. 
Last semester the laundry sent out a 
bulletin stating that if the students 
brought their laundry down in proper or- 
der it would be ready in 48 hours. Now 
this was wonderful news for everyone 
concerned, for clean laundry in that short 
time would certainly be appreciated. Then 
the boom fell. It became increasingly 
difficult to get laundry back within a 
week. And the laundry staff was the first 
to admit it. 
than the laundry does and you sure woa*t 
lose them. 
NO WORD YET .. 
Many   students 
It was not taken into consideration that 
with the switch in systems at our fair in- 
stitution the amount of laundry per person 
would increase. With the increased free- 
dom allowed students, many would' be 
leaving campus at night to date at nearby 
colleges. So presto . . . change of clothes. 
After all, we can't smell like farmers. The 
48 hour plan was based on the amount of 
laundry sent down last year. Therefore 
an error had been made. Logical. The 
laundry can run through approximately 
500 bags a day. Everyone get out an add- 
ing machine and start figuring. It just 
won't work. There is no way possible to 
get +he laundry of the entire student body 
out in 48 hours. So the good word is one 
week service again. 
A remedy might be found for the situ- 
ation if a little support could be secured 
from the student body. Those who let 
their laundry pile up for weeks and weeks 
and then hire a local trucking company to 
haul it down definitely manage to foul 
things up. Those who wait until Thurs- 
day or Friday to carry it down don't help 
matters any either. And why not wash 
your own socks and dress shirts in the 
room   You can probably do a better job 
have been inquiring 
about the dance that is scheduled for tht 
16th and 17th of March. They want to 
know whether it will be a Military Ball ox 
what have you, and who will play. The 
answers to these questions seems to be 
very vague. If somebody in the front of- 
fice will ever get on the stick and makt 
up his, her, or its mind about whether wt 
will have Mother's Day activities this 
year, pians might be made for the coming 
dance. If Mother's Day activities are held 
(even though nobody wants them) a Mili- 
tary Ball should be held to select the hon- 
orary cadet colonel and her staff. But tf 
there will be no Mother's Day activities, 
there will be no need for a Military Ball 
and we can really enjoy the weekend. Of 
course we could compromise and have 
both. It sure will be great to hear some 
news not later than Thursday night of the 
dance weekend. 
THEY REALLY WORK HARD . . . 
Those go-go-go boys really put out tht 
work. It is really fascinating to watch 
the progress that they%iake. The office 
of Dig More Holes Daily is showing that 
they refuse to be stymied by the recent 
monsoon weather. Even though the sub- 
stance falling from the skies when mixed 
with dirt makes thick, gooey wonderful 
mud, they insist on throwing more and 
more of the dirt around to be contaminat- 
ed. It was evident that something was 
up Saturday morning when the soft pit- 
ter-patter of air hammers was heard 
through the din of a professor's lecture. 
Or vice-versa. Somebody must have been 
a bad boy. Why else would they dig a 
hole across a walkway? Certainly not to 
'fix anything for they will be digging at 
the same spot again in the near future. 
But all kidding aside, this was the best 
time to dig holes. They could float right 
through the cracks that they were trying 
to plug. 
:-:   DISC-O-PATION    :-: 
Within the past two years, the 
public has been presented the 
stories of two great bands 
through Hollywood's miracle of 
super super-color, everglamor- 
ized super-script, sensational 
super-acting and wrap-around 
screens with super-sound. With 
all of these distractions, some of 
the true stories of these bands' 
growth does seep through. The 
Glen Miller Story and the recent 
Benny Goodman Story are well, 
worth seeing. 
In the thirties and forties the 
big band was the thing. The 
public demanded good music 
with a new, fresh sound. I sup- 
pose that you would call those 
days an "era of good musical 
taste" on the part of the pub- 
lic. 
What happened? I suppose 
that we can blame it on the 
war or high-pressure publicity 
of popular vocalists and novelty 
groups. Let's leave the recent 
popularity of "rhythm and 
blues" as probably being caused 
by a temporary insanity on the 
part of the public. 
Recently, there has been new 
By Mack McDaniel 
interest, on the part of the pub- 
lic, in modern jazz and the Big 
Dance Band. The people are 
again searching for the "new 
sound". Many new bands are 
springing up and being accept- 
ed, and perhaps the best of these 
is the Les Elgart group. 
Les Elgart combines a mod- 
ern and very original sound 
with a beat that is perfect for 
dancing. 
One of his better albums is 
called THE DANCING SOUND. 
Les has also recorded several 
other excellent albums for the 
Columbia label. 
in Elgart's own words, "We 
didn't want a pounding sound. 
We want it to flow and be good 
to dance to and play with. Fur- 
thermore, this is largely by an 
ensemble band, which is why 
it's able to workxthe class spots 
and appeal to both the college 
kids and the older groups. We 
give them the melody, but with 
in a good musican context." 
brothre etaoi taoi taoi taoi taoi 
It all began when Les and his 
brother Larry  s;ot  discouraged 
with much of the music they 
heard and decided to build a 
group along the lines they felt 
should envelop a fine dance 
orchestra. They worked out ah 
idea of the "the dancing sound", 
collected a group of musicians 
grounded in the jazz tradition 
we were capable of fine en- 
semble playing, and set to work 
on their affangements. To study 
the sound, Les had them record 
a few test records, which came 
to the attention of Columbia 
scouts. The band was signed, 
and the first recordings were 
issued. With a dance orchestra, 
it takes a while for the work 
to get around, and while the talk 
was building, Les and his or- 
chestra were recorded in a col- 
lection of standard favorites and 
Elgart originals that swiftly be- 
came the talk of the music busi- 
ness, and from that time on they 
have continued to zoom up in 
popularity all across the country, 
and even into Europe. 
I think that this band would 
prove to be a tremendous suc- 
cess for « Clemson dance. 
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Various Scholarships Are Offered To Students; Other Aid Solicited 
Revised List Of 
Awards Released 
In the past few years many new plans for financial aid 
to Clemson College students have been initiated. This 
financial assistance consists of part time work, loans, 
scholarships, and participation in ROTC, Reserve National 
Guard or veterans benefit programs. Many students help 
to finance their education by alternating periods at col- 
lege and on jobs in cooperating establishments near their 
homes. 
LOAN FUNDS '    1 • 
Georgianna Camp Foundation 
Fund. A considerable sum has 
been donated -in memory of 
Georgianna Camp by her hus- 
band and sons to assist worthy 
students who are seeking a col- 
lege education, but need help 
in addition to their own efforts/f Dyeing, 
and available sources of in- 
come. Application should be 
made to J. M. Eleazer, Chair- 
man, Camp Foundation Fund, 
Clemson Agricultural College. 
Clemson, S.  C. 
George Cherry Foundation. 
Mrs. Mary Cherry Doyle has 
provided the sum of $1,700 to 
aid worthy and needy upper- 
elassmen from Oconee County 
and the adjoining Pendleton 
area. i 
Clemson Student Loan Asso- 
ciation Fund. A number of in- 
terested teachers, officers, alum- 
ni and friends of the college 
have provided the sum of $3,- 
500 to assist worthy students. 
Daniel Memorial Loan Fund. 
Income from $14,000 given by 
officers of the corporation, in 
memory of James Fleming Dan- 
iel and Fred Adams Daniel, is 
loaned to deserving students. 
William Wilson Finley Loan 
Fund. The sum of $1,900 has 
been provided as a loan fund to 
students living in counties tra 
versed by the Southern or Blue 
Ridge Railways. 
Ben and Kitty Gossett Fund, 
Income from $12,000 is avail- 
able for loans, *primarily to 
Clemson students whose families 
are employed in the Textile In- 
dustry of South Carolina. 
David Jennings Fund. Income 
from $10,000 provided by David 
Jennings ('02), in memory of 
his parents and brother, is used 
to aid worthy and deserving stu- 
dents, with preference given to 
Textile  majors. 
The S. R. Rhodes Loan Fund. 
A fund provided in honor of 
Mr. Rhodes by Engineering 
alumni to assist worthy, needy 
junior and senior Electrical En- 
gineering atudenta Applica- 
tion should be made to the Head 
of the Department of Electrical 
Engineering. 
Wade Stackhouse Loan Fund. 
Income from $26,000 given by 
Dr. Wade Stackhouse, in mem- 
ory of his father, is loaned for 
graduate study to ambitious 
students who give promise of 
becoming research leaders in 
the Biological Sciences. 
GRANTS AVAILABLE TO 
ENTERING FRESHMEN 
Sears Roebuck Agricultural 
Scholarship. Ten $200 scholar- 
ships are available for entering 
freshmen in the School of Ag- 
riculture, with an additional 
$250 sophomore award to the 
student making the highest 
scholastic average as a fresh- 
man Sears Roebuck scholar. Ap- 
plication for a freshman scholar- 
ship should be made not later 
than May 1, to the Agricul- 
tural Scholarship Committee, 
School of Agriculture, Clemson, 
S. C. 
George E. and Leila Giles 
Singleton Scholarship. Income 
from a fund donated by Mr. G. 
H. Singleton ('19) provides a 
$300 scholarship for a farm boy 
majoring in Agriculture, with 
preference given to applicants 
from Oconee, Pickens, or Ander- 
son counties, in that order. The 
award is for an entering fresh- 
man, and may be renewed for 
an additional year. Applica- 
tion should be made not later 
than May 1, to the Agricultural 
Scholarship Committee, School 
of Agriculture, Clemson, S. C. 
Smith - Douglas Agricultural 
Scholarships. Several $750 schol- 
arships are available for enter- 
ing freshmen in the School of 
Agriculture, to be paid to the 
recipients during four years of 
satisfactory progress in college. 
Applicants must be residents of 
one of the following South Caro- 
lina counties: Clarendon, Darl- 
ington, Dillon, Florence, George- 
town, Horry, Lee, Marion. 
Marlboro, Sumter or Williams- 
burg. Application should be 
made not later than May 1, to 
the Agricultural Scholarship 
Committee, School of Agricul- 
ture, Clemson, S. C. 
GRANTS BY COLLEGE 
. COMMITTEES FOR 
ENROLLED STUDENTS 
American Enka Scholarship. 
An annual award of $400 is 
made to a rising junior majoring 
in Textiles. Selection is based 
on need, ability and evidence 
of good character. Application 
should be made during March 
to the Textile Scholarship Com- 
mittee, School of Textiles. 
American Viscose Scholarship. 
An annual award of $500 is 
made to a rising junior or sen- 
ior majoring in Textile Chemis- 
try or Textile Engineering. Ap- 
plication should be made during m 
March  to  the   Textile  Scholar- 
ship Committee, School of Tex 
tiles. 
Blackmon-Uhler Scholarship. 
An annual award of $500 i; 
made to a rising junior, major- 
ing in Textile Chemistry and 
and may be renewed 
for the' senior year if satisfac- 
tory progress is made. Selection 
is based on need, ability and 
evidence of good character. Ap 
plication should be made during 
March to Textile Scholarship 
Committee, School of Textiles. 
Burlington Industries Founda 
tion Scholarship. An annual 
award of $500 is made to a 
rising junior majoring in En 
gineering or Textiles, and may 
be renewed for the senior year 
if satisfactory progress is made. 
Selection is based on leadership, 
scholarship and financial need. 
Application should be made 
during March. 
General Electric Engineering 
Award. An annual regional 
award is made to a rising sen- 
ior enrolled in specified cur- 
ricula in Engineering. Each in- 
cluded institution recommends 
an entry for the regional award. 
Selection is based on outstand- 
ing scholastic work and evidence 
of leadership qualities. Appli- 
cation should be made in March 
to the Engineering Scholarship 
Committee, School of Engineer- 
ing. 
Greenville Rotary Club Schol- 
arship. An award of $375 is 
provided in 1955-56 for a worthy 
student attending Clemson, with 
preference to " a resident of 
Greenville County, or South 
Carolina, in that order. The 
recipient is selected by the Col- 
lege  Scholarship  Committee. 
V. B. Higgins Award. Income 
from a considerable fund given 
by Mr. Higgins provides one or 
more annual scholarships for 
under-graduate and graduate 
students majoring in Engineer 
ing. Selection is based on 
scholastic ability and financial 
need. Application should he 
made in March to the Engineer- 
ing Scholar s,hip Committee 
School of  Engineering. 
Interchemical Corporation 
Scholarship. Two $250 awards 
are made annually to rising 
juniors in Textiles, Chemistry. 
or Physics (in order of pref- 
erence), 'and may be renewed 
for the senior year if satisfac- 
tory progress is made. Selec- 
tion is based on need, ability, 
evidence of good character. Ap- 
plication is to he made in March. 
Keever Starch Schorarship. 
An annual award of $400 is 
made to a worthy rising sopho- 
more majoring in Textiles. Ap 
plication should be made in 
March to the Textile Scholar- 
ship Committee, School of Tex- 
tiles. 
Owens - Corning. Fiberglas 
Scholarship. An annual award 
of $600 is made to an outstand- 
ing rising junior and rising sen- 
ior majoring in Engineering or 
Textiles. Selection is based on 
academic standing and. leader- 
ship ability. Application should 
be made in March. 
Schlumberger Collegiate 
Award. An annual scholarship 
of $500 is given a rising junior 
or senior majoring in specified 
curricula in Engineering or In- 
dustrial Physics. Selection is 
based on outstanding scholastic 
work and leadership ability. Ap- 
plication should be made in 
March. 
Westinghouse        Achievement 
Scholarship. An annual award 
of $500 is made to a rising sen- 
ior majoring in specific curric- 
ula in Engineering. Selection is 
based on outstanding scholastic 
work and evidence of leadership 
ability. Application should be 
made in March to the Engineer- 
ing . Scholarship Committee, 
School of Engineering. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
FOR  GRADUATE  STUDENTS 
Recipients of the following 
grants for advanced study and 
research are selected by the de- 
partments concerned. In addi- 
tion, there are certain funds 
available as assistantships for a 
number of students enrolled in 
the Graduate School. Further 
information may be obtained 
from the department in which 
the student plans to do his ma- 
jor work. 
Alexander P. and Lydia An- 
derson Fellowship. Income from 
$12,500 donated by Mr. and Mrs. 
Anderson, provides one or more 
awards for graduate study in the 
Biological Sciences, including 
Bacteriology and Entomology. 
Celanese Fellowship. An 
award of $1,500 plus tuition, 
fees, and research materials is 
made annually to an outstand- 
ing student for graduate re- 
search in Textile Chemistry. 
Dow Corning Fellowship. An 
award of $1,500 plus tuition, 
fees, and research supplies is 
made annually to an outstand- 
ing student for graduate research 
in Ceramic Engineering. 
Warwick Chemical Founda- 
tion. Income from $3,400, pro- 
vided in memory of Manfred 
Caranci, may be awarded to en- 
able worthy students to pursue 
graduate studies or research in 
Chemistry and to promote 
Chemical Education. 
Zonolite Fellowship. An award 
of $1,500 is made annually to an 
Dr. Keegan Attends 
BSU Meeting Held 
At Clemson College 
DR. KEEGAN 
Dr. G. Kearnie Keegan, sec- 
retary of the Student Depart 
ment of the Baptist Sunday 
School Board, Nashville, Tennes 
see attended a' general meeting 
of the Baptist Student Union 
February 22 at Clemson College 
A. & M., South Carolina, where 
he spoke to the group and held 
conferences with the individual 
students. 
Dr. Keegan is a graduate of 
Northwestern College, Natchi- 
toches, Louisiana, and  South- 
western    Baptist    Theological 
Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas. 
Howard     Payne     College, 
Brownwood,  Texas,  conferred 
upon him the honorary degree 
of Doctor of Divinity. 
Before coming to the Sunday 
School Board in 1950; Dr. Kee- 
gan held pastorates in Louisiana, 
Texas,  and California.    He . has 
served as a member of the ex- 
ecutive  board of  the  Louisiana 
and Texas Baptist Conventions, 
the Executive Committee of the 
Southern    Baptist    Convention 
and the Board of Directors, East 




Let ARMA talk with you about 
YOUR future in the 
Dynamic and Challenging Field of 
Electro-Mechanical Instrumentatio< 
See ARMA when our representative 
visits your campus shortly. Ask 
your Placement Officer for details. 
Or you may tend inquiries to: 
Mr. Charles S. Fernow 
Administrator of Technical Education 
ARMA 
Division American Bosch Arma Corp. 
Garden City, Long Island, N.Y. 
outstanding graduate student for 
fundamental   research  in   Cera- 
mic Engineering. 
GRANTS MADE BY COMPAN- 
IES TO CLEMSON STUDENTS 
A. Q. Milles, Incorporated. 
The company makes an anuual 
award of $500 to a Timmonsville 
High School student who meets 
certain requirements. 
Agricultural Society of South 
Carolina. The society makes a 
full scholarship award annual- 
ly to a deserving freshman at- 
tending Clemson from the Char- 
leston area. 
Anderson Rotary Club Schol- 
arship. The club has provided an 
award in 1955-56 for a deserving 
Clemson student from Anderson 
County. 
Atlantic Cotton Association. 
The association provides an an- 
nual award of $500 during the 
first two years the winner at- 
tends a State Agricultural Col- 
lege and earns satisfactory 
grades. 4-H Club members who 
are fifteen years old and enter 
the major five-acre cotton con 
test may apply to their county 
agent. 
James F. Byrnes Foundation 
The foundation awards a num- 
ber of $500 scholarships to de 
serving college  students    who 
have  one or  both  parents    de 
ceased. 
Clifton Company Foundation. 
The company selects two col 
lege students annually from the 
Clifton Community for $200 






Despite Red jamming attempts, 
Radio Free Europe comes 
through powerfully and effec- 
tively to 70 million hopeful 
isteners behind the Iron Cur- 
;ain. The truth of its broad- 
:asts keeps alive faith and the 
ST.11 to resist. No wonder the 
fteds fear Radio Free Europe. 
No wonder the Iron Curtain 
captives take heavy risks to 
listen. Make sure the truth gets 
through! Each dollar you con- 
tribute sponsors a Minute of 
Truth on Radio Free Europe. 
Keep its voice strong, free and 
effective. Official stations can 
give official views. Only Radio 
Free Europe can speak for the 
captives themselves! Send your 




e/o local Postmaster 
SPONSOR 
Esso   Standard   Oil   Company. 
The company provides an annual 
4-H Club award of $400 during 
four years, if the winner at- 
tends Clemson and majors in 
Agriculture with satisfactory 
grades. Selection of one appli- 
cant by each county agent is 
based on high school record and 
outstanding activities. 
Hilton-Davis Chemical Com- 
pany. The company awards a 
worthy student majoring in 
Textile Chemistry at Clemson 
$400, which may be renewed if 
the recipient earns satisfactory 
grades. 
Hillsboro Lodge 308 A. F. M. 
The lodge awards $500 annually 
to a worthy student from    the 
Lake View area of South Caro- 
lina who meets certain require- 
ments. 
Pauline Hanckel Dairy Schol- 
arship. The Ladies Auxiliary of 
the South Carolina Dairy Asso- 
ciation has provided an enter- 
ing freshman for 1955-56 a sch- 
olarship of $800 during four 
years of college, if he majors in 
Dairying and makes satisfactory 
grades. 
Edgar and Emily Hesselein 
Scholarship. The company 
makes two $600 awards to de- 
serving students who meet cer- 
tain requirements, which may 
be renewed by Hesselein and 
Company. 
Inman-Riverdale   Foundation. 
The company awards a number 
of $500 scholarships annually, 
which are renewable if students 
earn satisfactory grades and 
meets   certain   requirements. 
La France Industries Incorpo- 
rated. The company awards two 
full scholarships to students at- 
tending Clemson who meet cer- 
tain requirements. 
Leon Lowenstein Foundation. 
The company awards a number 
of $500 scholarships annually to 
students attending Clemson who 
meet  certain requirements. 
Marion County Department 
of Education. The department 
awards two $200 scholarships 
annually to worthy students who 
meet certain requirements, j 
Norris Memorial Scholarship. 
The  company  awards  $500  an- 
nually to a worthy student whe 
meets certain requirements. of 
the Norris Cotton Mill. 
Post and Courier Foundation. 
The publisher awards $250 an- 
nually to a deserving student 
from the Charleston area who 
meets certain requirements of 
the company. 
Charles H. Stone Scholarship. 
The association awards $250 an- 
nually to a junior or senior ma- 
joring in Textile Chemistry, 
who meeets certain requirement* 
of the American Association of 
Textile  Colorists  and  Chemist*. 
Textron Corporation. The cor- 
poration awards a number of 
$500 scholarships ' annually . te 




run for your 
money f 
Only Chevrolet put* you in charge of the dynamite action and 
sure-fire handling qualities it takes to break the Pikes Peak 
record! Better try it before you buy any car at any price. 
Almost everybody likes a real road car. And nowadays you 
no longer have to pay a king's ransom to own one. They're 
going at Chevrolet prices! For the new Chevrolet is one of the 
few truly great road cars being built today 1 
It has to be to hold the stock ear 
record for the Pikes Peak climb. It 
has to have cannonball accelera- 
tion (horsepower now rarfges up to 
225!) and nailed-down stability on 
turns—plus lots of other built-in 
qualities that make for more driv- 
ing pleasure and safety on the 
road. Come on in and try a' record- 
breaking Chevrolet! 
L 
The Bel Air Sport Sedan—one of 19 new Chevrolet beauties. All have directional signals as standard equipment. 
See Your Chevrolet Dealer 
——YOU'LL   BOTH   CO   FOR   THIS   CIGARETTE! 
fjbm.aboi/iM-tiatk WINSTON 
■ When it comes to real tobacco flavor, college smokers are going for 
Winston! This good-tasting, easy-drawing filter cigarette brings you full, rich 
flavor. Winston also brings you a finer filter that works so well the flavor 
comes right through. Join the big switch to Winston. 
WINSTON 
R. J. REYNOLD* TOBACCO CO., WINSTON-SALEM, *. C.. 
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—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) thinks the 
Carolina game would have been 
more interesting if it had been 
a real fight with the referees 
included. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that Bill (Slobber Lips) Camp 
bell is being placed under ob- 
servation for six weeks to see 
if he has rabies. What about it 
Shrimp, was she so wonderful 
that you had to drool over her? 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) heard that the 
big city is too much for A. B. 
(Country) Blanton. Country boys 
never learn how to take care 
of their money. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) names John 
(I'm bucking; for head cheer- 
leader) Duffie as Mr. Obnoxious 
of the week for his performance 
at the ball game. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) doesn't see 
how Rhett (Runt) Roman can 
be so little and yet so cocky. He 
(Oscar) thinks that he (Roman) 
acts like a high school kid. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that Dogan (Droopy) Wilson 
is pushing Lance (Shaveless) 
Williams for Mr. Slouch of 
Clemson College. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that Bill  (Moneybags)  Alford 
can't even buy friends by get- 
ting them money. 
-OSCAR  SAY8— 





As I look back on our Relig- 
ious Emphasis Week just past, 
I feel a sense of gratification in 
the apparent success of that pro- 
gram. I should like to use this 
publication as a vehicle to ex- 
press my appreciation to the 
many'people who contributed to 
this success. 
Firstly, such a program re- 
Quires a receptive and enthu- 
siastic audience. The attendance 
at the daily invocations and the 
participation in the evening for- 
ums was quite large, giving evi- 
dence of the interested support 
of the student body in this, one 
of the more important phases of 
our institutional life,. 
To Dr. Poole and his adminis- 
trative staff I tender my thanks 
for their wholehearted support 
and cooperation in the arrange- 
ments necessary for the con- 
duct of the week's activities. 
The planning for and comple- 
tion of arrangements for the 
week were accomplished by a 
committee composed of students, 
faculty members, campus min- 
isters, and administrative per- 
sonnel. The student organiza- 
tions of Tiger Brotherhood, The 
Block C Club, and the YMCA 
Cabinets gave helpful support 
in announcements, ushering and 
other activities. To all of these 
I express my sincere apprecia- 
tion of their efforts. 
Our convocation speakers, 
Professor Hoefler and Father 
Peters, and the visiting forum 
leaders rendered a great ser 
vice to us. Through their guid 
ance we were inspired to direct 
our attention to the religious 
problems and beliefs which are 
so important in our everyday 
life. To Dick Elliott's expres- 
sion of appreciation at the clos- 
ing invocation, I add my own. 
The full measure of the suc- 
cess of Religious Emphasis 
Week is still to be determined. 
If it stimulates a more active 
participation in the religious iife 
of the community, it has indeed 
been successful. Let us all at- 
tend more regularly the Sunday 
worship services, the Wednes- 
day night meetings of student 
denominational groups, and the 
devotional meetings in the dor- 
mitories. Through service and 
worship one gains in far greater 
measure than he gives. 
Robert W. Moorman 
Chairman RE Week Committee 
nold should learn someday. He 
(Oscar) wonders how fte (Ar- 
nold) ever got out of remedial 
English. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that Ted (Pardon my mis- 
take) Pappas should be careful 
or he (Pappas) may land up in 
the same gutter with Bill (Gar- 
bo) Neely. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that the Tigers will end the 
season in winning style when 
they wreck Furman High School 
tonight 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) heard that the 
Zack (Party Boy) Watson really 
raised hell in New Orleans. 
What movie did you see, punk? 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) thinks Bill 
(the baby) Neely is the most 
juvenile slob he has ever seen 
and agrees with everyone elsse 
that he (Neely) should be neith- 
er seen nor heard 
-OSCAR  SAYS— 
that Bill (the grubber) Dunn 
hasn't recovered from the dance 
week-end yet. He (Oscar) did- 
n't realize he (Dunn) was such 
a lover. He must be taking les- 
sons from (Garbo) Neely. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) votes Camilla 
(the campus cutie) Snipes and 
Earl (Mr. Big) Greene "Mr. arid 
Miss Repulsive" of the week. 
Two conceited punks if I've ever 
seen any. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that Doc  (Showboat)  Morgan 
is warming the bench again. 
We've seen enough of you any- 
way. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that Jimmy (the hand shaker) 
Humphries is up to his old tricks 
again. He must be running for 
booby king this time. If so, he 
has my vote. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) wonders if 
Bruce (Albino) Cannon will 
ever be able to get a date. He 
(Oscar) suggests the Gene (Fat 
Man) Wilke's Date Bureau. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that Ben (Hatchet Face) 
Crowder is spending more time 
at Converse than at Clemson 
lately. Trying to get a date for 
the Military Ball already, Con- 
spicious? 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that Charlie (Mr. Military) 
Richey is the only man in school 
who folds his clothes 4 and 8 
inches before he sends them to 
the laundry. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) wonders if 
Smith (the bully) Chance, Bill 
(Zero) Voight and Lance the 
cradle robber) Williams have 
moved to Bill and Hattie's for 
good. They (the Belly Bugade) 
are always there. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that Frankie (the skinny) 
Martin is taking driving lessons 
in Anderson. A good investment 
in my books, wreckless. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) thinks we'll 
have a good football team next 
fall   if   any  of  the   punks   are 
eligible. , 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that   Bill    (Pot   Belly)   Rawl 
and his Dick Tracy council are 
leaving the troops alone for a 
change. It's about time you 
guys practiced what you preach. 
Moorman Speaks To 
Methodist Group On 
Outside Activities 
Dr. Bob Moorman was the 
principle speaker at the regu- 
lar Wednesday night meeting of 
the' Wesley Foundation. Dr. 
Moorman expressed his views 
on the place of extra curricular 
activities in relationship with 
Wesley Foundation conference 
to be held here this weekend 
were discussed. 
Next week Burr Crandall, a 
member of the Greenville Alco- 
holics Annonymous will speak 







Here's a chance for free Ameri- 
cans to speak up to the Com- 
munist bosses of Satellite 
Europe! Sponsor a Minute of 
Truth on Radio Free Europe. 
Red bosses fear the truth, be- 
cause it keeps alive the will to 
resist. They spend large sums 
trying to jam broadcasts and 
intimidate listeners. But the 
truth is getting through. Radio 
Free Europe spreads the truth 
from 29 powerful transmitters 
in West Germany and Portugal. 
70 million captive people take 
the risk to listen. Each dollar 
sponsors a Minute of Truth. 
Send as many Truth Dollars 
as you can spare to—     f££. 
Capt. G. L. Adams and a group of Clemson 
sophomores toured Donaldson Air Force Base 
recently. They are shown standing at the 
loading ramp in the nose of a C-124 Globe- 
master. Standing on the ramp is Capt. Wil- 
liams of the Third Troop Carrier Squadron, 
who is commander of this aircraft, with two of 
his crew members. 
To The Seniors 
By Johnny 
The Senior Class meeting, that j' 
was to be announced, has been 
set for next Thursday at 6:30, in 
room 118 of the Chemistry 
Building. As I said last week, 
topics for discussion will be 
mainly the Senior Class Project 
and Senior Day. Also to be dis- 
cussed are the handling of caps, 
gowns and invitations, and sev- 
eral other ideas that have been 
suggested for adoption by the 
class. In the past the project 
has been the unsuccessful sale of 
insurance, one hundred dollars 
of the dividends to be given to 
the class for the project. I sug- 
gest that we decide now what 
we would like to do as a pro- 
ject, and either finance it uor- 
selves, if it is small enough, or 
try to finance it through an ap- 
peal to the alumni or something 
of that sort. In the past it 
was not decided what to do with 
he money collected for the 
und until the fifteenth reunion, 
nd you can realize what per 
;ent of the class that decision 
would represent. Think of 
what you would like to have 
seen done while you were here 
at Clemson and make that as a 
suggestion for the project. It 
doesn't necessarily follow that 
our project has to be something 
material, as a building or a 
statue, it could be a service of 
some type. 
Concerning Senior Day, 
there are numerous commit- 
tees to be set up to do the 
planning for this even and they 
run the garnet from game 
committees to girl commit- 
tees. There have already 
been numerous suggestions to 
make it a more unique occa- 
sion and to make it more en- 
joyable. We hope to stress 
bringing a date and or sup- 
plying as many as we can get 
to come from the surround- 
ing colleges^ I can verify the 
fact that the barbecue is about 
the best that I have eaten, 
but  the  dance  which  follows 
Blackmon 
it has never been as good as 
it could have been, partly be- 
cause of the scarcity of girls 
and partly because of the lack 
of cooperation  from the  sen- 
iors.   After all, it is your day, 
why not enjoy it to the fullest? 
et  your girl to  save  one  cut 
for   Senior  Day;   she'll  really 
get  a  kick  out  of it.    There 
will be some games and prizes 
for the    girls  if    there    are 
enough present. 
There has also been a sugges- 
tion that we have some sort of 
affair  during the weekend be- 
fore graduation.   So many of us 
will be here with nothing to do 
and it will be our last chance to 
really  get  together  as  a  class. 
This will be a topic for discus- 
sion at this meeting, and if it is 
adopted there will also be some 
committees appointed to handle 
it. 
A one man committee has 
been  working   on  the    "car" 
deal.   This is the plan where- 
by we as seniors can get a car 
a little cheaper and with    a 
little  less strenuous financing 
than  normal.    He  will  make 
his report Thursday night. If 
you might be interested, think 
it over before time so that a 
fairly  accurate .count  can  be 
made at the meeting of those 
who  want  to  find   out  more 
about it. 
Many  of us  have grievances 
against  the  college  which    we 
would like to make known af- 
ter we  have gone  so  that the 
college might benefit from our 
observations. By the same token, 
there  are    many    compliments 
which we might like to    make 
concerning certain phases of our 
college life which we would al- 
so like to make public.   I pro- 
pose that we as the Senior Class 
publish   these   opinions     under 
the title of "Memoirs,"  "Senior 
Class   Diary,"   "Sage   Observa- 
tions" or some other appropriate 
title, and turn the copy over to 
the  proper  persons  for  use   as 
they see fit. 
Educational Tours 
Offered In Europe 
American   Education  Abroad, 
Inc.,   is   offering  five   different 
conducted  European  tours   this 
summer for any persons inter 
ested, and some of the tours of- 
fer college credits in such sub 
jects as Romance language, ar 
chitecture,  Renaissance  art,   art 
history,  etc.    Leading each ex- 
cursion will be a University pro- 
fessor. 
Some of the countries visited 
in various- tours are England, 
France, Holland, Western Ger- 
many, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, 
Scotland, Belgium, Austria, Leb 
anon, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Jordan, 
Israel, and Greece. 
Activities will include sight 
seeing, lectures, courses, and 
special evening events. All 
transportation will be by sche 
duled airline round-trip, and 
hotel accommodations and meals 
will be provided, tourist -class 
Further information and de- 
tailed brochures can be obtained 
from American Education 
Abroad, Inc., 60 West 56th 
Street, New York 19, N. Y. 
As you can see, we have a 
great deal of business to take 
care of, and in order that we 
might make decisions that will 
be representative of our class, 
we will need to have a lot of our 
seniors at this meeting. I would 
like for everyone who reads this 
column to please tell at least 
two more people about the meet- 
ing and urge them to come. 
Discussion Of Fulbright Aid 
And Study Is Being Published 
What makes a good'Fulbright 
scholar? What are the gains 
from a Fulbright year abroad? 
These questions are asked and 
answers suggested in the Ful- 
bright issue of the News Bulletin 
published this month (Febru- 
ary) by the Institute of Inter- 
national Education, 1 East 67th 
Street, New York City. 
The Bulletin's special issue 
focuses on the U. S. Government 
exchange program. It contains 
an article on selection and stand- 
ards by a member of the na- 
tional selection committee for 
graduate students, as well as 
reminiscences and reactions of 
American and foreign students 
who have studied abroad under 
the program. There is a report 
on a summer seminar for teach- 
ers as well as the tale of a Ful-- 
bright wife. ' 
The most important require- 
ments for a Fulbright grant 
are academic qualification, 
ability to work independently, 
stated purpose and the in- 
dispensable ingredient of per- 
sonality. So writes Dr. Cath- 
erine Strateman Sims, profes- 
sor of history and political 
science, Agnes Scott College, 
and a member of the national 
selection committee for gradu- 
ate students. Dr. Sims notes 
that geography is also a con- 
sideration. "The program is 
intended to be broadly repre- 
sentative of the country at 
large and applicants from 
small and less well-known in- 
stitutions are entitled to be 
considered on an equal basis 
with those from the educa- 
tional giants." 
Contributors   to   the   Bulletin 
who discuss their Fulbright ex 
periences include two girls who 
studied  in  India   (international 
relations and Hindu dance), art- 
ists  who    went    to    Italy and 
France, a teaching assistant in 
Germany,   and' the  wife of  an 
architect   studying   in   Britain. 
There   are    also   reports    from 
foreign  students  who   came   to 
the United  States on Fulbright 
travel grants.   Among these are 
a   German   engineering  student 
now an industrial trainee in the 
U. S. and a British architect and 
former Fulbrighter  now  a city 
planner in Addis Ababa,  Ethi- 
opia.    The floating sculpture of 
a   Fulbright   student   from   the 
Philippines is pictured. A South 
Carolina teacher of French re- 
ports on a summer seminar for 
language  teachers  in  France. 
The   Fulbright   program   is 
part of the international edu- 
cational exchange  activity  of 
the Department of State.   The 
Fulbright  Act  authorizes  the 
use of foreign currencies and 
credits   through   the   sale   of 
surplus   property   abroad   for 
educational exchange. It makes 
it possible for American stu- 
dents to study abroad and pays 
travel    for    foreign    students 
coming  to  the  United  States. 
In addition to its student pro- 
visions,   administered  by  the 
Institute of International Ed- 
ucation,    the    Fulbright pro- 
gram  provides grants   for   U. 
S.   teachers,   professors   and 
lecturers to go abroad. 
In  "Behind  the  scenes," her 
article   on   selection   committee 
procedures,    Dr.Sims    states, 
"From  the  point of  view  of  a 
professional   educator    pethaps 
the greatest shock was the dis- 
covery that the primary purpose 
of the Fulbright program is not 
to help bright students get Ph 
D.'s.    What  the  selection  com- 
mittee seeks  are representative 
young   Americans   qualified  for 
further   study   and   capable   of 
profiting by study in a foreign 
university,  not necassarily can- 
didates, for advanced degrees or 
committeed to an academic ea; 
reer." 
Another comment on Fulbright 
selection and qualifications come 
from Nancy Jane Kenney who 
studied international relations 
in India in 1954-55. In her re- 
search on the influence of Gand- 
hian ideas on Indian economic 
planning, she talked to many In- 
dians, including Vinoba Bhave 
disciple of Gandhi and initiator 
of a land redistribution move- 
ment. Speaking of her ow» ex- 
perience, Miss Kenny asserts 
that much of the success of any 
exchange student depends on 
his personal attitude. This is 
the key to the usefulness of the 
whole concept of exchange pro- 
grams. 
"It seems to me that to find 
acceptance in India, and thus 
(Continued on page 8) 
This Week 
February 23 (Thursday) 
7 p. m.—Clemson Lions Chib; 
Lions Hut. 
8 p. m. — Basketball game; 
Clemson vs. Furman. 
February 24-26 (Friday through 
Sunday) 
S.C. Methodist Students Con- 
ference; Clemson Methodist 
Church. 
February 24 (Friday) 
6 p. m. — Tiger Brotherhood 
Founders Night Banquet; Clem- 
son House. 
8 p. m.—Square and Folk 
Dance Group with Mr. W. F. 
Chamberlain, Woodland Heights. 
February 26 (Sunday) 
3 p. m.—Documentary and 
Travel Films; Chemistry Aud. 
6 p. m.—YMCA Vespers; Mr. 
John A. Henry of Greenville, 
member of YMCA Advsory 
Board, Speaker. 
February 27 (Monday) 
12:15 p. m.—Luncheon meet- 
ing of Blue Key; Dining Hall. 
7 p. m.—Forum Club; 205 
Chemistry Building. 
8 p. m.—Clemson Community 
Chorus; College Chapel. 
8 p. m.—Clemson Bridge Club, 
Clemson House. 
February 28 and 29 
(Tuesday and Wednesday) 
5th Annual Pesticide    Cheat. 
School; Clemson House. 
February 28 (Tuesday) 
7:30 p. m.—Jaycees; Clemson 
House. 
7:30 p. m.—Tiger Brother- 
hood; Tiger Den. 
7:30  p.  m.—Clemson    Area 
Adult Education Center. 
February 29 
(Wednesday) 
6:30 p. m.—Church night tor 
campus churches. 
8 p. m.—Life in 1975. A mo- 
tion picture lasting 22 minutes; 
sponsored by Oconee County 
Planning Board; Chemistry Au- 
ditorium. 
8:15 p. m.—Laicos Club; Clem- 
son House. 
EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL ABROAD isr" 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 54 Days - $1,395 
Cultural Highlights of France and Spain. (June 18-Atig. 10). Leader Or. Brut* 
R. Cordon, Prof, and Chairman Dept. Romance Languages, Emory Univ Georgia 
Visiting Holland, France, Spain, Italy, Switzerland,  W-Germany. 
ARCHITECTURE 51 Days - $1,395 
Architecture and Town Design Excursion to W-Kurope (June 25-Aug. 14). Leader 
Prof.   Richard Wilson,  School of Architecture, Georgia Inst. of Tech., Atlanta   ' 
Visiting Scotland,  England, Prance, Italy,  Switzerland,   W-Germany,  Holland. 
ART (Renaissance) 51 Days — $1,395 
Art History Field Trip (June 34-Aut?. 13). Leader. Dr. Clemens Sommer, Prof, of 
the History of Art, TJ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C. Visiting Holland. 
Belgium, France, W-Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, England. 
ART HISTORY  .67 Days - $1,395 
Cultural Heritage of Old Europe (June 20-Aug. 36). Leader, Or. Godfrey 8. Dele- 
tour, Prof, of Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology, Hunter College, NYC. Visiting- 
Holland, W-Germany, Austria, Italy, Spain, Prance, England. 
MIDDLE-EAST    66 Days - $1,850 
Study Tour o! the MWdle-EMt (June 19-Auj. S3). Leader, Clifford C. Denser. 
Chairman Int. Development Placement Ass'n, inc., NYC. Visiting Lebanon. Syria. 
Iraq, Iran, Jordan, Israel, Turkey, Greece. 
PRICES INCLUDE: Scheduled Alr-Llla (Round Trio-Tourist class) 
Land Travel, Sightseeing, Lectures, Courses, Special Evening Events, etc. 
MOST TOURS CARRY COLLEGE CREDIT 
for Information and Brochure Writ* 
fllHERICRn EDUCflTIOIl ABROAD, rue 
60 West 56th St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. JUtJsor. 6-4640 
By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co., Ltd., London 
CRUSADE 
© FREEDC 
c/o Lotol Postmaster 
SPONSOR 
Yardley After Shaving Lotion 
tops off any shave, electric or lather! 
• soothes, refreshes the skin 
• helps heal razor nicks 
• counteracts dryness 
• gives brisk, masculine, non-lingering scent 
Starts you off with your best face torwardi 
At your campus store, $1.10 and $1.50, plus tax 
Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the origjnal English 
formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. Yardley of London, Inc., 620 Fifth Ave, H.Y.C. 
ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil 
Oil and the atom ...a new research team! 
An atomic scientist, by remote control, maneuvers a piece of cobalt metal made more radioactive 
than all the radium ever refined. This powerful tool at Esso Research will dig out brand new 
secrets from petroleum. What secrets? No one knows for sure. But you can be sure  ^^^^^\ 
(Cssoi of new benefits from oil. Yes, ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil. 
I? 
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Vacancies Exist 
In Federal Agencies 
There is an urgent need for 
Chemists, Mathematicians, Met- 
allurgists, Physicists, and Elec- 
tronic Scientists in the Wash- 
ington, D. C, area, the United 
States Civil Service Commission 
has announced. Vacancies are 
in various Federal agencies and 
pay salaries ranging from $4,- 
S45 to $11,610 a year. 
To qualify for positions pay- 
ing $4,345  a year, applicants 
must have had appropriate ed- 
ucation  or  a   combination  of 
education and experience. For 
the    position    of    Electronic 
Scientist, appropriate technical 
_ or scientific experience alone 
may be qualifying.   For high- 
er-grade positions, profession- 
al experience is also required. 
Graduate study may be  sub- 
stituted for all or part of this 
experience, depending on the 
grade of position.   No written 
test is required. 
Further  information  and  ap- 
plication forms may be obtained 
at many, post offices throughout 
the country, or by writing to the 
U. S. Civil Service Commission, 
Washington 25, D. C. Applicants 
should  ask  for . Announcement 
No. 46(B).   Applications will be 
accepted by the Board of U. S. 
Civil   Service   Examiners,   Na- 
tional    Bureau    of    Standards, 
Washington 25, D. C, until fur- 
ther notice. 
Italian Government 
And Universities To 
Offer Fellowships 
The Italian government and 
three Italian universities will 
offer fellowships to American 
graduate students for the 1956- 
57 academic year, it was an- 
nounced yesterday by Kenneth 
Holland, president of the Insti- 
tute of International Education, 
1 East 67th Street, New York 
City. 
Closing date for the    Italian 
competitions is April 1, 1956. 
Six fellowships for advanc- 
ed study or research are   of- 
fered by the Italian govern- 
ment  through    the    Cultural 
Relations Office of the Minis- 
try of Foreign Affairs.    Men 
and  women    candidates  may 
apply in any field. Each grant 
Includes a stipend of 600,000 
lire.. Free tuition will be giv- 
en  at a school  or university 
for a six month period.   Can- 
didates in the field of music 
will be given an extra 50,000 
lire for private lessons. A grant 
of 10,000 lire will also be pro- 
vided for travel inside   Italy. 
Grantees should have funds to 
pay  their  own    transatlantic 
tr.-vel  and   incidental   expen- 
ses. They may, if eligible, ap- 
ply for Fulbrigbt travel grants. 
The University of Padua will 
offer two tuition and mainten- 
ance  fellowships.  The  competi- 
tion is open to both men and wo- 
men under 85 years of age, but 
preference is given to men can- 
didates. 
The Collegio Ghislieri in Pa- 
via, a residential college with a 
long tradition of high academic 
standing, is offering one tuition 
and maintenance fellowship to 
a male graduate student under 
thirty years of age. In addition 
to courses in letters and science, 
students may attend lectures in 
the various faculties at the Uni- 
versity of Pavia. 
The Scuola Normale Superiore 
in Pisa offers one maintenance 
and tuition award for study at 
the University of Pisa. Candi- 
dates must be men under thirty, 
preferably those planning to 
teach. 
Eligibility requirements for 
the Italian awards are: United 
States citizenship; demonstrated 
academic ability and capacity 
for independent study; good 
moral character, personality and 
adaptability; and good health. 
Candidates     for    the   Italian 
(lemson Theatre 
Tta»   Cosntry   Gentlemen'i   Theatre) 
Clemson, Sooth Carolina 
Phone 6011 
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
February 24 - 25 
The Tender 
Trap 
Frank Sinatra and Debbie 
Reynolds 
MONDAY AND TUESDAY 
February 27 -28 
The Man With 
the Golden Arm 
Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker 
Kim Novak 
;-; Veteran's Corner 
Here are authoritative answers 
from the Veterans Administra- 
tion to questions of interest to 
former servicemen and their 
families: 
Q. A friend of mine is draw- 
ing extra pension payments be- 
cause he needs constant nursing 
care. Would his extra pay be 
stopped if a member of his fam- 
ily provided this care, rather 
than someone he hired for the 
purpose? 
A. The extra payments would 
not be stopped if he receives 
nursing care from a member of 
his family. 
Q. I am going to college under 
the Korean GI Bill. I want to 
change a couple of my courses 
without changing my goal. 
Would these changes be consid- 
ered as my one-and-only change 
of program? 
A. They would not be con- 
sidered a change of program, so 
long as they do not involve (1) 
material loss of credits or (2) 
an extension of the time orig- 
inally planned for completing 
your program. 
Q. I have been told that VA 
will waive my GI insurance 
premiums because I have been 
totally and permanently dis- 
abled for six months. I also was 
advised to keep on paying my 
premiums in the meantime, un- 
til VA informs me that I may 
stop. Will those premiums be 
refunded to me? 
A. Yes. Premiums covering 
the period when the waiver is 
effective will be refunded to 
you. 
Q. Is there a deadline before 
which disabled Korean veterans 
must start vocational rehabili- 
tation training? 
A. There is no starting dead- 
line for disabled Korean veter- 
ans. However, they must begin 
in time to finish before the com- 
pletion deadline. For veterans 
discharged before August 20, 
1954, this date is August 20, 
1963. For those discharged af- 
ter August 20, 1954, it Is Jan- 
uary 31, 1964, or nine years 
after separation, whichever is 
earlier. In some instances, these 
deadlines may be extended. 
Q. I want to get a GI business 
loan that would not involve real 
estate. I onderstand it's possible 
for this loan to be insured by 
VA, rather than guaranteed. 
What is the maximum interest 
rate on insured GI gusiness 
loans? 
A. The interest rate on insured 
nonrealty loans may not exceed 
a three percent discount rate, or 
an equivalent simple interest 
rate of 5.7 percent a year. 
Q. I have just been discharged 
from service, and I want to ap- 
ply for a GI term insurance 
poKcy within my 120-day dead- 
line.   Will I have to take a phy- 
government awards must have 
a master's degree or its equiva- 
lent in advanced work, such as 
recognition as an artist, a schol- 
ar, or a scientist. They must 
present a project, outlined in de- 
tail, for advanced study or re- 
search. Artists and musicians 
may have to submit recording 
or samples of their work. Suc- 
cessful candidates are required 
to learn some Italian before 
taking up their fellowships. 
Candidates for the Italian uni- 
versity awards must have a 
bachelor's degree at the time the 
award is taken up and a good 
knowledge of Italian. 
Applications may be secured 
from the United States Student 
Department of the Institute of 
International Education. 
sical examination to get this 
insurance? 
A. No. A physical examina- 
tion is not required. However, 
you must apply and pay your 
first premium within the 120- 
day period. 
Q. I am taking on-the-job 
training under the Korean GI 
Bill. Is there any limit on the 
number of absences per year I 
am allowed? 
A. You will not receive GI al- 
lowances for any absences in 
excess of the rate of 30 days for 
a 12-month period of training. 
Week ends and legal holidays do 
not count as absences.' 
Q. I am going to school less 
than half-time under the Ko- 
rean GI Bill. What will be the 
amount of my monthly GI al- 
lowance payments? 
A. You may receive either (1) 
the established charges for tui- 
tion and fees paid by non-vet- 
erans for the course, or (2) a 
pro-rated amount based on $110 
a month for a, full-time course— 
whichever is less. 
Q. How much money may I 
borrow on my permanent GI in- 
surance policy? . It has been in 
force for more than one year. 
A. You may borrow up to 94 
percent of the reserve value of 
your policy. Any VA office can 
determine the exact amount for 
you. 
Q. I am drawing VA disability 
compensation payments. If I 
move, is it possible for my 
checks to be forwarded to my 
new address? 
A. No. Under the law, VA 
benefit checks may not be for- 
warded from one address to an- 
other.   So if you are planning to 
move, be sure to notify VA— 
and give both new and old ad- 
dress, bul name and "C" num- 
ber. 
Q. I am receiving a monthly 
pension from VA. Recently, a 
relative willed me a small piece 
of undeveloped land. Must I 
consider the value of this land 
as  income? 
A. The land need not be con- 
sidered as income until it is 
converted into cash, by selling 
or renting it. And even then, 
you may deduct whatever money 
you had to put into the land— 
for taxe», improvements and 
the like—in determining the net 
income. 
Veterans living in this area 
who wish further information 
about their benefits should 
write the .^A Regional Office, 
1801 Assembly Street, Columbia, 





The Clemson College lost and 
found department is an opera- 
tion with a bite in it. 
Leumas Childress, a Clemson 
freshman from Kenmore, N. J., 
turned in to Dean of Students 
Walter Cox a billfold he found 
on the street. It contained an 
assortment of pictures, papers, 
identification cards and cash— 
$70 worth of the latter. 
The owner proved to be Lu- 
cille Gantt, a Negro school teach- 
er, from Easley, S. G, who lost 
the money while on the way to 
the dentist. 
"I had exactly $70," she old 
Dean Cox, identifying the loss, 
"and every cent was to pay for 
my teeth. If Mr. Childress had 
not been good enough to return 
my  money,  I don't believe  I'd 
SMALL WORLD 
A group of American tourists 
were being guided through an 
ancient castle in Europe. "This 
place," they were told, "is 600 
years old. Not a stone in it has 
been touched, nothing altered, 
nothing replaced in all those 
years." 
"Well," said one woman drily, 
"they must have the same land- 
lord I have." 
Wife:  "When is that fortune 
teller downstairs  going to  pay 
his rent?" 
Landlord: "I don't know." 
Wife:  "Did you ask him?" 
Landlord: "Sure, but he said it 
would cost me a dollar to find 
out." 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS by Dick Bibler 
'COME ON NOW-WHICHPNE OF you GUYS HAVE OUR'ciASStc, 
COrMfCS't" m SOTTA STUOT FDR. A UT TEST TCMO0ZDW/ 
GET FREE 5x7 ENLARGEMENT 
WITH ORDER * OR 
CROWN JUMBO PRINTS 
Send this ad and your roll to be developed at 
prieei shown below, and your favorite negative. 
You will receive your Crown Jumbo prints in a 
beautiful Album, PLUS one 5x7 Enlargement made 
from the negative. Your negatives returned with' 
prints.  This offer good for limited time only. 
I Exp. Roll 40c      16 Exp. Roll..]! 80c 
12 Exp. Roll ..60c      Extra Prints ....3c eo. 
Write for Free Mailers 
CROWN  PHOTO SERVICE 
Box 392    •    AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 
I it#En Opportunity 
for technical graduates with Goodyear 
Representatives of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company will be 
here on the date shown below to interview Seniors who will receive 
B.S. or advanced degrees in the following fields of technical study: 
There's a career for YOU at Goodyear 
in any of the following fields: 
• PLANT ENGINEERING • MACHINE DESIGN 
• PROCESS DEVELOPMENT    • RESEARCH 
• FACTORY MANAGEMENT     • TECHNICAL SALES 
• PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT 
Contact your student placement 




• Goodyear representative will be here on J 
MARCH 1      I 
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY 
ever have enjoyed eating again. ' 
tion, and agriculture. Other 
fields, such as international law, 
may be open to students who 
have an^ajiequate knowledge of 
the Dutch language. 
Institutions at which success- 
ful candidates may study in- 
clude the Universities of Am- 
sterdam, Leyden, Groningen, 
Utrecht;  Free   (Calvinist)   Uni- 
versity, Amsterdam; Roman 
Catholic University of Nijme- 
gen; Institute of Agriculture, 
Wageningen; Institute of Tech- 
nology, Delft; Institute of Com- 
merce and Economics, Rotter- 
dam; Roman Catholic Institute 
of Commerce and Economics, 
Tilburg. 
Applications may be obtained 
from the United States Student 
Department of the Institute at 
International Education. 
A witty Viennese once said: 
"A man is young as long as a 
woman can make him either 
happy or unhappy. He is mid- 
dle-aged, if a woman can make 
him only happy. He become! 
old, if a woman can make him 
neither happy nor unhappy." 
Fellowships Given 
For Graduate Study 
In The Netherlands 
Three fellowships for gradu- 
ate study in the Netherlands 
during 1956-57 are available to 
Americans, it was announced 
recently by Mr. Kenneth Hol- 
land, President of the Institu- 
tional Education, 1 East 67th 
Street, New York City. 
The awards, offered by the 
Netherlands Government, are 
named the "Hendrik William 
van Loon," "Edward W. Bok," 
and "Hendrik Anton Goenen 
Torchiana" fellowships. Each 
award carries a cash stipend of 
2,250 guilders, enough to cover 
room and board expenses for the 
academic year. Tuition fees are 
waived. Grantees should have 
funds to pay their own travel 
and incidental expenses. They 
may, if eligible, apply for Ful- 
bright travel grants to cover the 
cost of international travel. 
Closing date for application is 
March 1, 1956. 
The fellowships are open to 
men and women, preferably un- 
der 28 years of age. Eligibility 
requirements are": United States 
citizenship; a bachelor's degree 
by the time of departure; good 
academic standing and capaci- 
ty for independent study; good 
moral character, personality and 
adaptability; and good health. 
Some knowledge of the Dutch 
language is desirable but is not 
a prerequisite for these awards. 
Fields of study open'to Amer- 
ican students in the Netherlands 
include Dutch language and lin- 
guistics, Dutch history, Sonol- 
ogy, history of art, archaeology, 
technical and natural sciences, 
ecdnomics, business administra- 
WILL   CONDUCT   PERSONAL   INTERVIEWS 
ON   CAMPUS 
Feb. 27 and 28 - - Group Meeting February 27th 
Boeing has many positions open for graduating and graduate students. 
These opportunities are in all branches of Engineering (AE, CE, EE, ME 
and related fields). Also needed are Physicists and Mathematicians with 
advanced degrees. 
Fields of activity include Design, Research and Production. Your choice 
of location: Seattle, Washington or Wichita, Kansas. 
Personal interviews will cover the details of openings, the nature of 
assignments, Company projects currently in work, and miscellaneous infor- 
mation about the Company. 
Come and learn about the excellent opportunities with an outstanding 
Engineering organization—designers and builders of the B-47 and B-52 
Multi-Jet Bombers; America's first Jet Transport, the 707; 
and the Bomarc IM-99 Pilotless Aircraft. 
For time and place of group meeting and for personal intiifiy 
view appointments-consult your 
PLACEMENT OFFICE 





Xlere you have the best la filtered smoking 
—Filter Tip Tareyton, the filter cigarette that smokes 
milder, smokes smoother, draws easier... the 
only one that gives you Activated Charcoal filtration; 
All the pleasure comes thru... the &ste is grgaj \ 
FILTER TIP TAREYTON 
PRODUCT OF 
£y\ 
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Carolina Drops Clemson Tigers In Thriller, 89-83 
By Louis Jordan 
LATE AWARDS 
As a gesture of good will, the two Blue Key fraternities 
from Clemson and the University of South Carolina have, 
gotten together to give an award to the team that wins 
the State Fair Classic each year. This is one of the best 
ideas that has ever arisen between the two schools. 
This trophy is not only a trophy to the team that wins 
the Big Thursday event, but it is a trophy that represents 
the two schools that will have to work together more 
closely in these trying times. This trophy symbolizes a 
brotherhood between Clemson and Carolina far above 
the noises of a simple, cheering football crowd that turns 
out to pull for its favorite in a much-rivaled contest. 
We should be proud that these two fraternities saw it 
necessary to form together to bring honor to the two 
schools instead of the usual comments after a Clemson- 
Carolina football game. With the nation becoming more 
and more in a turmoil over various issues which have 
come up in recent years, these two great institutions of 
higher education in South Carolina will have to have a 
much closer relationship than ever before. They will 
have to stand together to face all challenges to their rights. 
For these reasons the Blue Key Fraternities of these 
two schools have begun in the only way that they know 
how, to bring the two colleges closer together. 
This year the Clemson Tigers defeated the Carolina 
Gamecocks in the great contest on Big Thursday. There- 
fore, Clemson had the honor of receiving the Blue Key 
trophy for this year. 
The trophy was presented to Don King, who was cap- 
tain of the Tiger team in Columbia that day. The Pres- 
ident of the Carolina Chapter of the Blue Key Fraternity 
gave this trophy to Don in a ceremony at the half-time 
period during the basketball game between the two 
schools Tuesday night. 
Next year another player will be receiving the trophy 
for his team. It may be Clemson and it may be Carolina, 
who knows. 
UNTIL NEXT SEASON 
After tonight, the Clemson basketeers will say goodbye 
to the hardwood courts until next year when they will 
again take up their practicing and hard work to prepare 
themselves for the rough competition. , 
The season is not over yet though. The Tigers still 
have a game with Furman which is being played tonight 
at 8 o'clock. Furman was a hard team to beat in Textile 
Hall back in January. They still have good possibilities 
toward beating the Tigers here in the Field House. 
If everything goes right for the Paladins then they will 
give the Tigers a rough game. With Darell Floyd hitting 
well and the rest of the Furman squad backing him, Clem- 
son will have to play heads up ball to stay on top. Fur- 
man has had a pretty good season all along this year, but 
actually they haven't played any of the top teams as the 
Tigers have. 
Clemson has had the advantage of being under the fire 
of several of the top teams in the nation. All of the Big 
Four rank high on any prognosticators' list. Even with 
their playing teams such as this, they will hold the top 
place in the team offense in the Atlantic Coast Confer- 
ence. They have an average of 87.4 with the next team 
being N. C. State with an average of 83.7 points per game. 
As for the individual, Clemson's Vince Yockel stands 
solidly at fourth place in the Conference in individual 
scoring with an over-all average of 21,5 points per game. 
Yarborough is in the top ten with an average of 18.6. 
(Continued on page 7) 
Furman To Be Last 
Regular Season 
Game For Tigers 
The meeting between Clemson 
and Furman tonight in the 
Clemson Field Spouse is expect- 
ed to be typical of the games 
which the two institutions have 
staged in the last 25 years. Dur- 
ing the quarter century the 
Tigers have won 26 of the 45 
games played. 
Furman has held the upper 
hand on the Tigers in the last 
five years, winning six of 11 
4,ames with the Paladins taking 
six straight until Clemson came 
up with a 112 to 99 win last 
month in Greenville. If Clem- 
son- takes the contest tonight, it 
will be the fir.st time since the 
51-52 season that the Tigers have 
captured both games in one sea-l 
son. The Paladins worked the 
trick in 52-53, 53-54, and 54-55. 
The Clemson records, which 
were started in 1931, bring out 
some interesting sidebars on the 
exciting games which have been 
played. 
In the 22 seasons covered, 
Clemson has taken both games 
of the regular schedule on li) 
occasions while Furman has 
cashed in seven times. Five 
times the teams have split the 
home-and-home series. 
The largest defeat Clemson 
has ever suffered at the hands 
of the Paladins was last year 
when 'the Tigers took a 37-point 
defeat, 124-87. Clemson ad- 
ministered its worst licking to 
Furman back in the 39-40 sea- 
son with a 68 to 36 win, a dif- 
ference of 32 points. But that 
same season Furman came back 
to win the second game of the 
series, 38 to 37. 
Statistics show that Darrell 
Floyd of Furman and Vince 
Yockel of Clemson should be 
high point men for their respec- 
tive teams tonight. Floyd is over 
30 points a game and Yockel is 
over 20. However, both teams 
have men who are capable of 
hitting in the double figures on 
any given night, and the more 
than 3,500 expected should see 
another high scoring contest. 
Furman's Fred Fraley and 
Dick Wright have both proved 
that they can burn up a basket 
while Bill Yarborough, Tom 
Cameron and Gene Seay ase all 
aveaging in the double figures 
for Clemson. 
It is not impossible that one 
or both teams will hit above the 
100 mark tonight. This would 
be a far cry.from the two games 
played in 31-32 where Furman 
won 24 to 18 and 23 to 19. The 
combined score of these two 
only total 84 points, which is 
considerably less that what one 
team scored in the last outing. 
This is Clemson's final game 
of the season before the Atlantic 
Coast Conference Tournament 
opens March 1. Furman still 
has South Carolina and Presby- 
terian to face before the South- 
ern Conference Tournament be- 
gins also March 1. 
i/ismsens JCU f>nn!.>»jy urives arouno. Caro- 
lina's Art Smejkal for an easy layup shot and 
two points in the game with Carolina Tuesday 
night.   Brinkley   accounted   for   eight  of  the 
j..iu a BC»i;j,o -J \. —i ks CIU-.->J a iew reoou-*..s. 
The Tigers lost this last conference game of 
the season.    (TIGER photo Dy Bob Huey.) 
Vince Yockel, Tom Cameron Lead 
Clemson In Hard Fought Battle 
South   Carolina's  Gamecocks  dropped  the Tigers  of | 
Clemson further into the ACC cellar with a 89-83 edging tL^LlTwon this ^r* have 
in a game which was marked by several almost riots and | come when Clemson led at half 
time. 
This, however, was not to b"e 
Tommy Smith Plays 
Hard For Tiger Team 
One of the finest basketball players that Clemson fans 
have had the pleasure of watching in action ends his col- 
lege career in regular season games tonight when the 
Tigers take on the Furman Paladins. This fine forward 
is Tommy Smith. 
A great team man, Tommy 
plays with the desire to win. Al- 
though he has the tendency to 
foul in his early day^ at Clem- 
son, Smith has settled' down to 
become one of the most consist- 
ent of Coach Banks McFadden's 
boys. 
Tommy has been a starter in 
about half of the Tigers' games 
this year. A ready reserve in 
case of trouble or just to give 
the team a needed boost, Smith 
is a real hustler on the court, 
and he is often seen passing the 
.ball off to give a better shot. 
Last year, he was second to Bill 
Yarborough iri scoring, and this 
year, he is ranked sixth in the 
Tiger scoring. 
Tommy did not begin his bas- 
ketball career until he trans- 
ferred from Hendersonville, N. 
C. High School to Christ School. 
He had been interested in the 
hardwoods before, but at Christ 
School, he went out for and 
made the team. As^a leader on 
the courts, he led the school to 
one of its most successcul sea- 
sons. 
Not only did Smith excel in 
the basketball game, he was a 
leading cause in his school's be- 
ing the Blue Ridge Conference 
champions. 
In the following year he trans- 
ferred back to Hendersonville. 
He lettered in basketball, foot- 
ball, and baseball.    In 1951 he 
was so much of a leader that h« 
was named to the All Stat« 
team. Tommy was also tht 
big factor in another Blue Ridgt 
championship as his team woa 
the playoffs. His senior year 
was no exception to the rule as 
he sparked the team to another 
undefeated season. While play- 
ing in the championship gams, 
he was named as the Outstand- 
ing Player in the Blue Ridgt 
Conference. 
Smith came to Clemson in 




"Between the Banks" 
105 E. Whitner - CA 4-0707 
Anderson, S. C. 
Here lies the body of Jonathan 
Gray; 
He died maintaining his right of 
way. 
He was right, dead right, as he 
sped along, 
But he's just as dead as if he'd 
been wrong. 
a big flare-up in tempers after the final bell was sounded 
Grady Wallace, a great ball" 
player and the" only thing which 
kept the Gamecocks in the lead, 
was the high scorer of the night 
with 35 points. Wallace, a sharp- 
shooter who consistently hit the 
basket, hit for a better than .500 
accuracy, making 14 field goals 
out of 27 tries. He also dumped 
seven out of seven free throws 
to place him high in the ACC 
scoring race. 
The Tigers, in losing their 
thirteenth conference game, fell 
into a cellar, not of misery 
but glory. Clemson had only to 
whip the Gamecocks' to drop 
USC into a tie for the cellar. 
The Tiger Five has won two 
games this year in the ACC. The 
Tigers have a much better over- 
all record than the conference 
record would seem to indicate. 
Once again, Vince Yockel 
scored in the twenties, but this 
time he was not alone as the 
New Jersey flash, Tom Cameron, 
matched Yockel's twenty to al- 
most equal half of Clemson's to- 
tal points, yockel hit .500 ac- 
curacy on field goals, while 
making four out ^of five free 
shots. Other scorers who hit 
in the double figures for the 
Tigers were Tommy Smith with 
13 and Gene Seay with 12. 
Defense again bothered the 
Clemson men, as Carolina re- 
peatedly broke through Tiger de- 
fenses to score valuable points. 
However, Clemson was a little 
tighter with the points than has 
been witnessed in previous 
games. Something else which 
has been a bother to Clemson 
all year is the problem of re- 
bounds. Practically all of the 
teams Clemson has played have 
outrebounded the Tigers, and 
this has been a major factor in 
the Tigers' losing many of their 
games. Especially with Gene 
Seay - and Vince Yockel not in 
the game has the situation been 
especially bad. In this game 
with USC Clemson got 41 re- 
bounds, only one less than Caro- 
lina pulled down. 
Seay was tops for the Tigers 
in this department with 16 
while Yockel rebounded 13 
times. 
The Gamecocks pulled away 
to, an early four point lead as 
the Tigers could not get the lid 
off their basket. The Tigers 
scored four points on free shots 
by Bill Yarborough and Vince 
Yockel to tie up the score in 
the early minutes. Pulling ahead 
temporarily on the fine shooting 
of Wallace, Art Smejkal, and 
Bobby McCoy, Carolina was 
soon overtaken and passed on 
the heady work of the entire 
Clemson team. In the first tpn 
minutes, the lead changed hands 
eleven times and was tied only 
once as the Tigers and Game- 
cocks fought tobth and nail for 
the cellar position. At the half 
time buzzer, Clemson led by a 
pingle point, 43-42. This would 
seem to indicate a win for the 
the case with this game, as could 
be expected of any game which 
involves two arch rivals. Evi- 
dently chilled down by the half 
time which featured the presen- 
tation of the Carolina-Clemson 
Blue Key trophy to Don King, 
captain of the Tiger eleven this 
past year, the Tigers were un- 
able to match the terrific pace 
set by Grady Wallace. The 
Gamecocks slowly pulled away 
from the faltering Tigers, and at 
one point during the half led 
by as much as ten points. Then, 
with injuries to Carolina and 
the worry of fouls to the Tigers, 
the game did not slow down in 
(Continued on page 7) 
STONE   BROTHERS 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN 
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS 
108  N. Main  Street Greenville and Suburban   (Branch)   Store 
Pleasantburg Shopping Center, Lauren: Road 
HEYWARD MAHON CO. 
—Greenville 
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR 
YOUNG MEN 
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville 
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J. Paul Sheedy* Was An Udder Failure Till 
Wildroot Cream-Oil Cave Him Confidence 
!,::<■ .i<asi;;siii.^« 
Th. boyf were having a bull session in Sheedy's room. "It's no yoke," 
beefed Sheedy. "Heifer-y girl I ask for a date turns me down flat." Then 
Sheedy's roommate spoke up: 'There's good moos tonight J. Paul. Try 
some of my Wildroot Cream-Oil on those cowlicks." 
Sheedy did and now he's the cream of the campus. 
Wildroot keeps his hair handsome and healthy looking 
the way Nature intended... neat but not greasy. Contains 
the heart of Lanolin, the very best part of Nature's finest 
hair and scalp conditioner. Get Wildroot Cream-Oil, 
America's largest selling hair tonic In bottles or un- 
breakable tubes. Gives you confidence...you look your 
best. There's no udder hair tonic like it. 
o1 
* of 131 So. Harris Hill Rd., miliamsvMe, N. T. 
Wildroot Cream-Oil     *J\ 
gives you confidence 
HMKMWI 
MUWf MTIkHf 
_- ——    yt 
r Quotes and Undergraduates 
find yourself 
GOO0YEA, WCRAFT OWOR£|ON 
ih. Departments in Akron, Otao^^ssiles, guidance 
The Engineering D^, m & phases of *»*V£  Specialists in 
Arizona, *»»££%£**, of •"^"SMST ^^\ * 
systems and ^J^J^ circuitry, ^"^ electronic, electro- 
microwave, f^gheT departments ^^n and aeronautical 
these operations. Other a V> ^        ulsl0n^ and^ mente 
roechanical, ***»%*£* opportunities «*£m ££ /simulated development engmee^. Many ^ ^^ j*^ ^ ^^ 
which cater to the error domes, airplane w_     erture an- 







A Campus-to-Career Case History 
Cliff Downer (right), A.B. in Mathematics, '49, M.S. in Civil Engineering, 
'50, Harvard, on the site of a building construction project. 
"Projects you can sink your teeth into" 
o    o    o 
Clifford J. Downer started his tele- 
phone career in the building engineering 
department of The Southern New Eng- 
land Telephone Company. At present he' 
is working with the Bell System's manu- 
facturing unit, Western Electric, helping 
to build facilities for housing a Conti- 
nental Air Defense project. His assign- 
ment: a key liaison job in supervising a 
subcontractor's work on a several million 
dollar construction operation. 
"One of the most interesting features 
of my present job," says Cliff, "is making 
decisions on the spot. For example, draw- 
ings showed where bedrock for footings 
would be reached. Excavations revealed 
a poor grade of rock. How much further 
down do we go? A hundred workers and 
tons of equipment are waiting for the 
decision. 
"There's a lot of future for a civil en- 
gineer in the telephone business. New and 
smaller types of telephone equipment will 
probably change our ideas about how 
telephone buildings should be built. It's 
fascinating work, all right. And broaden- 
ing, too, because it's leading me to other 
engineering fields. 
"It looks to me as if there are real 
challenges ahead —.projects you can sink 
your teeth into. Besides, I'm convinced 
the telephone business recognizes and 
regards personal industriousness and 
drive." 
Interesting career opportunities of all kinds are 
also offered by other Bell Telephone Companies 
and Western Electric Company, Bell Telephone 
Laboratories and Sandia Corporation. Your 
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l» Assignments Rotate 
As Practice Toughens 
Last Saturday Coach Frank Howard put his 1956 foot- 
ball squad through a long scrimmage to round out the 
first full week of practice for this spring's session. Rain 
hampered the Tigers in their workouts all last week and 
forced them inside for a complete afternoon's work. 
The Saturday's workout last' 
•d two full hours with the last 
hour being devoted to offensive 
and defensive scrimmages of the 
first, second, third, and fourth 
teams. The first hour was de- 
voted chiefly to pass offense and 
defense. 
Coach Howard is pleased with 
the work of his returning letter- 
men and last year's players but 
he says that the rising sopho- 
mores have a lot of work ahead 
ef them. > 
Some of the rising sophomores 
that have been showing vast 
improvements are Robert Gob- 
ble of Spartanburg, Mike Duke 
and Ted Moseley both of Atlanta, 
Rudy Hayes of Pickens and Don 
Gilpin from Connellsville, Pa. 
Ronnie Grace has been well at 
the7 end position but has been 
out on the injured list for a 
couple of practices. 
For the returning veteran 
players, John Gridijan, Bill 
Hudson, Earl Greene, Willie 
Smith, Dick Marazza and Dalton 
Rivers have been setting the 
pace in the line with Dick De- 
simone returning froh the last 
year's injured list to post the 
center position. H. B. Bruoton 
is pushing the first stringers 
hard with his vicious attack on 
both offensse and defense. Jim 
McCanlass and Don Meador have 
been singled out of the Satur- 
day's scrimmage for a fine per- 
formance on the defense. 
Running on the first team 
now is Dick Desimone at the 
center position, John Grdijan, 
right guard; Earle Greene, left 
guard; Bill Hudson, right tackle; 
Dick Marazza, left tackle; Willie 
Smith, right end; Dalton Rivers, 
left end. In the backfield on 
the first eleven at quarterback 
there is Charlie Bussey while 
Jim Coleman and Joel Wells 
hold down the halfbacks. Bob 
Spooner is in solid at the full- 
back position. i 
With three more weeks re> 
maining until the IPTAY foot- 
ball game which will pit the 
white team agttinst the orange 
team. These teams will be prob- 
ably composed of the first and 
third teams on one squad and 
the second and fourth teams on 
the second squad. 
The members of the IPTAY 
club converge on the Clemson 
campus on March 10 to observe 
the 1956 Tigers in action. This is 
an annual event which Coach 
Howard presents for the benefit 
of the IPTAY. 
These fans and graduates of 
Clemson that will be present for 
the contest will notice that there' 
have been many changes in the 
lineups of the teams since the 
beginning of spring practice. 
Right now though, the second 
team stands as thus: Donnie 
Bunton at center; H. B. Bruoton, 
right guard;; Leon Kaltenback, 
left guard; Charlie Lucan, right 
tackle; Jim McCanless, left tac- 
kle; Whitey Jordan, right end; 
Billy Breedlove, left end. Act- 
ing as the field general for the 
second bunch is Bill Barbary 
with Charlie Home and Lem 
McLendon at the halfbacks. Full 
back Lefty Thompson is the 
eleventh man on the second 
string lineup. 
There will be many changes 
in the lineups before the game 
at the end of spring practice 
gets here, but right now this is 
the way they stand for the first 
two teams. 
In the picture above Mr. Andrews of The Citadel received the 
awards for individual firing honors in the annual state small 
bore firing match. Presenting the award to him is Captain 
Dent of the 9th Army Marine Corps from Greenville. Next 
to Mr. Andrews Is Mr. Smith, also of The Citadel who fired 
second and fourth in the picture is Mr. Dye of Clemson. Dye 
placed third on the individual firing. 
TRAILING THE TIGER 
(Continued from page 6) 
Furman has a high scoring team but the Tigers have 
been scoring many points against tougher opponents than 
the Paladins. This should put the Tigers in top place 
at the end of the game tonight. 
If you-recall the last meeting of the Tigers and the Fur- 
man squad, there was plenty of scoring done on either 
side. This game tonight should prove to be the same 
kind of contest. The Field House may be crowded, so 
come early and get a seat. 
RIFLE TEAM COMES THROUGH 
Although the Clemson Rifle team had to play second 
fiddle to The Citadel boys last Saturday afternoon, they 
did exceptionally well for themselves. Placing second 
in the state in the meet which involved teams from all of 
the major schools in the state was a great honor. The 
Citadel team barely did edge the Tigers out. 
All year long the Tigers have been firing above their 
opponents and yet they could not quite reach the Bull- 
dogs in this all-important meet. Next year possibly the 
Tigers can hold their own against all competition and 
•ome out on top in the state finals. 
Mr. Dye, who fired third in the state this year for the 
Individual honors from the Tiger team, is just a freshman 
and should be "a big help to the Clemson boys next year. 
The Citadel rifle team won first place in the 
annual South Carolina Intercollegiate Volley 
Small Bore Rifle Meet held at Clemson last 
Saturday afternoon with the Clemson team 
placing second. Capt. W. D. Kent is present- 
ing Citadel Captain D. H. Smith with the first 
place trophy. Clemson Captain W. R. Cit- 
well has already received second place trophy. 
The Citadel team is dressed in their school 
uniform while the Clemson team wears the 
firing jackets. 
Clemson's Rifle Team Places Second 
In South Carolina Shooting Match 
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The Citadel and the Clemson rifle teams shot their 
way into top honors at Clemson last Saturday afternoon 
in the annual South Carolina Inter-Collegiate Small Bore 
Rifle Meet. The team from Charleston claimed the hon- 
ors for first place standings in team competition and the 
first two places in the individual shooting competition. 
Clemsom grabbed second place 
South Carolina'were J. W. Fos- 
ter, C T. Reeves, D. J. Elliott, 
L. E. Littell, R. R. Rentzleff and 
A. E. Knobb, 
On the Furman team were G. 
L. Boyleston, W. E. Case,, J. B 
Hancock, C J. Martin, M. C 
Hughes and J. H. Keenan. The 
Wofford team was composed of 
W. R. Rothrock, J. P. Bolan, V. 
W. Goodlett, J. R. Thrailkill, M. 
H. Smith and O. B. Webber. The 
officer in charge of the Clemson 
team is Captain W. M. Luse 
and the coach is Sergeant R. W 
Gilland. 
Winning this meet was to 
continue the record of seven 
straight wins of the Rifle Meet 
for The Citadel team. "We'll try 
and take you Citadel people next 
year," promised Col. George A. 
Douglas, professor of Military 
Science and Tactics at Clemson 
as he addressed the teams after 
the meet. 
in the team scoring and placed 
one man in the third position in 
the* individual standings. A 
Clemson freshman held the hon- 
ors for the Tiger team. The Cita- 
del was the defending champion. 
Each team placed six men on 
the firing line with the scores 
of five being counted to de- 
termine the positions. The Cita- 
del counted 1,878 points out of 
the possible 2,000 to nose by the 
Tigers who held  1,820. 
Other teams taking part in the 
meet along with their scores are 
Presbyterian which placed third 
with a total of 1,784; fourth 
was Carolina with 1,772; fifth 
was Furman University with 
1,742 and last was Wofford with 
1,670. 
Taking the individual honors 
for the day was D: W. Andrews 
of the Citadel and Greenwood, 
who had 383 points ouVof a pos- 
sible 400.\ Just one point behind 
him was his teammate and cap- 
tain of the Citadel squad, D. H. 
Smith of Fort Benning Ga. F. D. 
Dye of Clemson and Forest Park, 
Ga. was the number three man 
with a total of 376 points. 
Awards to the two teams and 
the three individuals were made 
by Capt W. D. Dent, 9th Infan- 
try Compand, U. S. Marines 
Corps Reserve, Greenville. Cap- 
tain Dent also served as range 
officer during the firing match. 
Members of the winning Cita- 
del team in addition to Smith 
and Andrews were T. C. Adams, 
C. F. Hottinger, R. C. Wesker 
and R. R. Rahm. Making up the 
Clemson team were Captain W 
R. Crotwell, Savannah, Ga.; Dye 
W. S. Hayden, Orangeburg; G. 
T .Jones, Carteret, N. J.; D. F, 
Smith, Pittsburg, Pa.; and M. 
G.   Langston,   Timmonsville 
Taking part from Presbyterian 
were C. Patte, P. Cannella, S. F 
Sapp, A. Price, H. Pigg, and W 
Cain.    From the University of | tempts. 
TOMMY SMITH 
(Continued from page 6) 
1953, and was the biggest thing 
that Clemson had that year. As 
a Cub, he scored 47 points in 
one contest to set a new field 
house record. He earned his 
first varsity letter in 1954. 
As a regular last season, he 
set a new record for the Tigers 
which no one has been able to 
break. He pulled down 30 re- 
bounds against Georgia; in ad- 
dition, he.was the top rebounder 
for the Tigers last year. 
This year, although he has 
not started off every game, he 
has played in every one of the 
Tigers' 23 contests, which cer- 
tainly should indicate his value 
to the team. He is tops in the 
field goal percentage for Clem- 
son this season with a .490 in 
hitting   on   53   out   of   108  at- 
Cubs Drop Spartan 
Team For Season's 
Ninth Victory 
For the ninth victory of the 
season, the Clemson College 
Baby Bengal Basketeers defeat' 
ed the Spartanburg Junior Col' 
lege quintet last Friday night in 
the Clemson Field House. With 
Coach "Rock" Norman playing 
only a few members of his 
squad, the Tiger Cubs racked up 
the 94-85 victory in face of a 
defeat suffered at the same 
hands earlier this season. 
Hottest man on the court for 
the night was Spartanburg's 
junior forward Wayne Godfrey, 
who poured 39 points through 
the bucket to set the scoring 
pace for both teams. 
For the Tigers Fred Duberry 
with 23, and Nick Carter with 
24 were tfte high point men. 
They have been consistant all 
season and continued their pace 
through this game. 
The Spartans held a two point 
lead at the end of the first half, 
but the Cubs quickly overcame 
this deficit and pulled ahead 
to take the lead for the rest of 
the game. 
The Clemson frosh close the 
season tonight when they meet 
the Furman Uniersity freshmen 
in a pre headliner event imme> 
diately before the Clemson Var 
sity takes on the Furman var- 
sity. This game will begin at 
8:00 p. m. and the freshman 
game will begin at 6:00 p. m. 
The lineup for the Spartan- 
burg Junior College game was as 
follows. 
Clemson (94) — DeBurry 23. 
Holstein, Wells, Shelton 4, 
Rhodes 2, Lindsay 12, Parnell 9: 
Alewine 2, Carter 24, Hoffman 7. 
Spartanburg Junior College 
(85)—Eubanks 4, Godfrey 39, 
Crocker 8, Jack 12, Greene 11, 
and Coker 11. 
Tigers Lose Two 
On Trip Northward 
On the trip to the states of 
Virginia and Maryland last 
week, the Tigers lost two con- 
ference basketball games which 
gave Clemson a total of one 
conference win in thirteen out- 
ings against ACC opponents this 
season. These losses also 
brought the Tigers' total win- 
nings and losses for the season 
to 9-14 in overall play. 
At the University of Virginia 
the Tigers found themselves at 
the short end of a 96-85 score 
in which Bob McCarty of Vir- 
ginia scored 42 points. McCarty 
hit the nets- for 29 points in the 
second stanza as the Cavaliers 
had to fight hard to widen the 
narrow 38-36 margin set at the 
end of the first half. 
The tussel for supremacy of 
the court in the second half 
proved worthwhile for the Cav- 
aliers as the victory broke their 
six game losing streak. 
For   the   Tigers,   Bill   Tar- 
borough   was   the   high   man 
with 24 tallies with Vince Yoc- 
kel second with 17. 
Yockel hit a field goal imme- 
diately   after  the   start   of   the 
second half which tied -the knot 
at 38-38. McCarty came through 
for the Cavaliers soon after to 
drop  a  long  set  shot  and  the 
guard dropped a free toss along ' 
with   a  basket   which   put   the 
Cavaliers out front for keeps. 
'   Clemson's   last   threat   came 
when Bill Yarborough let loose 
with two baskets from the out- 
side which brought the Tigers to 
within three points of the Vir- 
ginia squad, 70-67. This was not 
close  enough, however,  as  the 
Cavaliers went on to win over 
the Tigers 96-85. 
From the Virginia country the 
Tigers journeyed over to the 
Maryland domain where they 
met the Terps on home soil. The 
Terps got hot in the ball game 
and went to work on the Tigers' 
zone defense and yet they con 
tained the Tigers' offense to 
find themselves the winner of 
another ACC basketball game. 
The scoring was dominated by 
Clemson's own Bill Yarborough 
who led his team as captain in 
this 81-69 loss. 
Of Yarborough'g 29 points, 
14 of them were out of 18 
tries from the foul line. Be- 
sides the high free throw aver- 
age, Yarborough also scored 
ten consecutive points for the 
Tigers toward the end of the 
first half. 
Maryland guard Bob O'Brien 
dropped 15 of his 21 points be- 
fore the end of the first half as 
Maryland rolled up a 45-34 half- 
time lead: Besides O'Brien, the 
Terps had three other men in 
the double figures. Bob Kessler 
hit for 17, Nick Davis* scored 13 
and Captain John Sandbower 
added ten. 
The Terps hit for 45 percent 
Seniors Play In Last 
Regular Season Game 
Five seniors end illustrious basketball careers tonight 
when the Clemson Tigers play their final regular game of 
the season against the Furman Paladins of Greenville. 
An overflow crowd of better than 3,500 is seen for th« 
Clemson Field House. Varsity tip-off is 8 p. m., with the 
freshmen of the two schools playing at 6 p. m. 
er, their reserve duty this year 
has proved to be of valuable 
assistance to the team in win- 
ning 9 of 23 games. Morgan has 
The quintet closing out its eli- 
gibility include Captain Bill 
Yarborough of Walhalla, alter- 
nate Captain Tommy Smith of 
Hendersonville, N. C, Bill Ri- 
ser of Bowman, Doc Morgan of 
Greenville and Bruce Holzs- 
huh of Teaneck, N. J. 
Yarborough is ending his 
fourth season with the Tigers. 
At the present time he holds 15 
individual games, season and ca- 
reer records. Some may be out 
of the reach of any future Clem- 
son players since Yarborough's 
record as a freshman counts, 
while others could be broken on 
any given night. 
Smith was a regular last sea- 
son and has started about half 
of the games this year. He was 
second to Yarborough iast year 
in scoring and is sixth on the 
team this year.j Even though he 
feeds to other players more than 
he shoots, he leads the team in 
field goal percentage at 49, hit- 
ting 53 of 108 attempts. Smith's 
30 rebounds against Georgia last 
year is still tops in the Clemson 
record books. 
Riser and Holzschuh were 
both starters last year but gave 
way to some sh|irtshooting 
scored—17 vs South Carolina, 
sophomores this year.    Howev- 
played the least of any of th« 
seniors, but he has shown good 
play when in the game. 
Yarborough's records broken 
down look something like this: 
Single game records: most 
points scored—46 vs South Car- 
olina, 54-55; most field goal* 
54-55; most field goals attempt- 
ed—42 vs N. C. State, 54-55; 
most free throws scored—15 vi 
Maryland, 55-56; most fre« 
throws attempted—18 vs Mary- 
land, 55-56 tied with Vince Yoc- 
kel). 
Season records: most point! 
scored—651, 54-55; best scoring 
average—28.3, 54-55, (23 games, 
651 points); best free throw av- 
erage—79.3%, 54-55, (198 at- 
tempted, 157 made); most field 
goals—247, 54-55; most free 
throws—157, 54-55. 
Career records: most point! 
scored—1,324, 1952-; best scor- 
ing average^—19.2, 1952—; most 
field goals—502, 195—; most 
free throws—502, 1952—; best 
free throw average—?4%, 1952- 
—, (435 attempted, 322 made). 
(These figures are through 
games of Feb. 18). 
from the floor against Clemson's 
32 per cent. Maryland also con- 
trolled the backboards by grab- 
bing 52 to the Tigers' 35. 
'For the Tigers besides Yar- 
borough's 29, Vince Yockel and 
Tom Cameron were second high 
scorers with 11 apiece. Dick 
Yeary got seven for the third 
high man. 
"I've been misbehaving and 
my conscience is bothering me.1* 
"I see, and since I am a psy- 
chiatrist you want me to giv« 
you something to strengthen 
your will-power?" 
"No, I want something to 
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NEW DINING HOURS 
Breakfast 7:00 to 9:30*A. M. 
Lunch  12:00 Noon to 2:00 P. M. 
Dinner __ 6:00 to 8:30 P. M. 
Also Visit 
Tiger Tavern 
IN LOWER LOBBY 
Open9:30 A.M.to 12 P.M. 
Sandwiches - - Fountain Service - - Newsstand 
engineers, scientists, physicists, mathematicians... 
CAN YOU THINK 
BEYOND MACH 2? 
Designing Airborne Vehicles of the Future travel- 
ling at speeds so great that thin air becomes a 
blazing, solid wall... is the challenge that North 
American offers to aeronautical engineers and to 
specialists in most other sciences. 
Join North American's engineering operations at 
Los Angeles. Here's where the F-100 SUPER 
SABRE*-holder of the world's first supersonic 
speed record-was designed and built. Share the 
knowledge and experience that has led to North 
American's supersonic supremacy. Be a part of a 
compact team of top engineers and scientists. 
Work on the most advanced projects right from 
the start. Enjoy personal rewards and recognition 
from challenging assignments. 
See your Placement Office for an appointment with the North American Representative, or Write: 
Bill Nance, Dept 56C0L, Engineering Personnel Office, North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles 45, Calif. 
Engineering Ahead for a Better Tomorrow 
NOftTH AMEftlCAN AVIATION, INC, 
'Beg. U.S. Pat. Off. 
-A. 
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55# College Students Say Radio 
Stays, Television Can Go Out 
National Student Opinion 
Differs From Public Opinion 
portable   radios 
more versatile." 
make   radio 
MINNEAPOLIS—(ACP)—Despite the meteoric rise of 
TV as a communication channel, in our society, twice as 
many college students would prefer to give up TV rather 
than radio, if forced to make the choice. 
These figures show a striking 
contrast to results obtained 
when the same question was 
asked of a sample of the gene- 
ral adult population of a large 
metropolitan center: here twice 
as many individuals would pre- 
fer to give up radio. 
Associate Collegiate Press de- 
termined collegiate opinion on 
this question by sampling from 
a representative national cross- 
section of college students. The 
question was: 
If you had to give up either 
television or radio, which One 
would you give up? 
The results: 
College Stu. Adults* 
Men   Worn. Tot. Tot. 
55%    54% * 55%    29% 
25%    27%    26%    61% 
12%    15%    13%      5% 








No attempt'will be made to 
explain the turnabout between 
college students and the gene- 
ral adult population, but student 
opinion indicates any number of 
reasons for their choice of radio 
over TV, the most frequent 
comment being that TV requires 
more concentration. Students 
feel they can do other things 
while listening to radio, but 
when watching TV all of their 
time is absorbed. Several stu- 
dents say radio is cheaper, some 
think it a more universal me- 
jnium than TV. 
A student attending the 
College of Physicians and 
Surgeons (San Francisco) be- 
lieves "a television set is too 
time consuming for the Bene- 
fits you derive from it." An 
Iowa State College (Ames) 
sophomore lists several rea- 
sons for preferring radio: 
"TV is more or less for en- 
tertainment; but one doesn't 
have to see radio to enjoy it. 
In   addition,   things   sueh     as 
DISCUSSION 
(Continued from page 4) 
to get to know India—and to 
do this in such a manner as to 
foster     mutual     sympathetic 
understanding—it   is   essential 
that the exchange student have 
a  personal   attitude   that   in- 
cludes among other things an 
actively  positive and  respect- 
ful   approach   to   Indians,   an 
eagerness to learn rather than 
to teach, a genuine abiljty to 
see and feel beyond the cul- 
tural facades, and last but not 
least,  simplicity.    Only  in  so 
far  as  a program  of  student 
exchange    can   select   people 
with   such   an   attitude   is   it 
likely to be of any real use in 
promoting better international 
relations." 
S. C. Roberts, Master of Pem- 
broke  College,  Cambridge  Uni- 
versity,   and   a  member   of  the 
U.   S.   Educational   Commission 
in   the   United   Kingdom,   com- 
ments on the value of participa- 
tion    by    American    Fulbright 
scholars  in  British  college  life. 
"The: process   of   what   Senator 
Fulbright calls the 'civilizing of 
international   relations'    is   be- 
gun." 
There are excerpts from the 
Fifth Annual Report on the Ful- 
bright Program in the United 
Kingdom. "Much has been 
written about the 'culture shock' 
experienced by Asians and Af- 
ricans when they are first ex- 
posed to life in the United 
States. Less has been written 
about the adventures of young 
Americans and Englishmen as 
they attempt to understand each 
other." 
A statistical table gives figures 
on U. S. student grantees under 
the Fulbright program since its 
inception in 1948-49. Figures 
are given by country and year 
adding up to a grand total of 5,- 
549 American students who have 
gone to 27 countries during the 
eight years of the program's op- 
eration. 
The News Bulletin of the In- 
stitute of International Educa- 
tion is published monthly Octo- 
ber through June. Subscription 
price is $2.00 a year. Single 
copies sell for 25 cents. 
Students preferring TV over 
radio feel TV is more vivid and 
exciting. Several students m 
dicate they feel TV offers some- 
thing much different from ra- 
dio. 
A University of Minnesota 
(Minneapolis) sophomore says, 
"Television has become too 
much a part of laily life." 
Some students are undecided 
concerning the medium they 
would rather give up if forced 
to make a choice. But gener 
ally they take the point of view 
expressed by a senior coed at 
the University of Nebraska 
(Lincoln) who feels "there are 
many  advantages to both." 
HAS TV CHANGED 
POLITICAL   CAMPAIGNING? 
Minneapolis (ACP)—A sam- 
ple of college students across the 
nation indicated that the use of 
TV has changed political cam- 
paigning to a large extent. The 
Associated Collegiate .Press ask- 
ed students the following ques- 
tion: 
Do you think the use of tele- 
vision has changed political 
campaigning in any manner, 
such as: more or less time 
spent campaigning; more or le.ss 
money spent campaigning, etc.? 
The results: 
Men   Women To. 
Yes 76%    86%    80% 
No 11%      3%      7% 
Undecided 13%    11%    13% 
Student comments indicate 
overwhelmingly that they be- 
lieve the costs of political cam- 
paigning are being increased 
greatly by the use of TV. A 
junior at the University of Min- 
nesota (Minneapolis) disagrees, 
however. He feels that "poli- 
ticians merely neglect the other 
phases of campaigning and 
switch most of their money ov- 
er to TV campaigning, but still 
spend about the same overall 
amount of money." 
Most students feel the po- 
litical use of TV will increase 
the amount of time spent 
campaigning, but a sizeable 
number of students disagree, 
usually stating that the poli- 
i ticians don't have to travel 
as much. A freshman coed at 
Augustana College (Sioux 
Falls, S. D.) feels that cam- 
paigning by TV will result in 
"less personal contact with 
the people." A Regis College 
(Weston, Mass.) sophomore 
counters by saying, "TV will 
bring the candidates into the 
homes, and more people will 
become interested in politics." 
A Southeast Missouri State 
College (Cape Girardeau) senior 
believes political use of TV will 
"clean up . . . campaigning" 
since people will be watching it 
in their homesVThe candidates 
will put more time into planning 
their TV shows and it will look 
like a circus, just like the last 
national conventions," says a 
Purdue University (Lafayette, 
Ind.) graduate student. But a 
junior coed at Southern Metho- 
dist University (Dallas, Texas) 
hopes political campaigning on 
TV will have a "great educa 
tional value" to the people. 
In general, the consensus is 
that the increasing political use 
of TV will result in higher cam- 
paign costs, more time spent 
campaigning, and will arouse 
the political interests of morjs 
people. 
Lerman To Sponsor 
Campaign To Find 
Hew Script Writers 
An intensive campaign to find 
scripts by recognized or prom- 
ising new playwrights will be 
undertaken by TV to Broadway 
Productions, a new producing 
firm established by Oscar S. 
Lerman. 
TV to Broadway Productions 
has been organized to present 
plays in the various entertain 
ment fields; first, on television 
and subsequently, on the Broad 
way legitimate stage and/or 
films. A new video show, "TV 
to Broadway", is planned to 
showcase these scripts. Lerman 
is also currently preparing "The 
Woman With Red Hair," for 
Broadway production this 
spring and "Me, Papoose Sitter" 
is scheduled for fall production. 
Lerman will also be the co-pro- 
ducer of "The Best Butter," a 
comedy by Sam and Bella Spe- 
wack. 
"The demand for quality dra- 
mas for TV has grown tremen- 
dously because of increased dra- 
matic programming." 
Says Lerman, "it is the in- 
tention of TV to Broadway 
Productions to test new scripts 
on television, and, if success- 
ful, then produce them on 
Broadway. In a sense you 
could liken this to the role 
the summer stock tryouts play 
in the legitimate theatre. It 
has become increasingly clear 
this past season that both 
Broadway and Hollywood are 
looking eagerly to television 
as a showcase for potential 
properties." 
Lerman also points out that 
there are thousands of talented 
writers throughout the country 
who never even get the oppor- 
tunity of having their scripts 
read. The television networks 
and advertising agencies respon- 
ible for some- programs, he 
adds, will not accept a script un- 
less submitted by an agent. 
'Who knows where another 
Paddy Shayevsky will emerge"? 
asks Lerman. 
Before submitting scripts, an 
application may be secured by 
writing to TV to Broadway Pro- 
ductions, Suite 609 147 West 42 
Street, N. Y. C, and enclosing 
a self-addressed, stamped en- 
velope. 
YOCKEL 
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its  pace,  but  it  speeded   up   a 
pitch that had the crowd going 
wild. 
The Tiger fans were treated 
to their first taste of basketball 
cheer-leading this season, and 
the cheerleaders did a good job 
in making the game "the high 
pitched one it was. Growing in 
intensity with each bounce of 
the basketball, the game almost 
reached a climax before the end 
of the game with many fans 
milling around the sidelines and 
out on the court. 
Clemson hit poorly, although 
they had an accuracy of .500 in 
the half. The defenses -of both 
teams withered completely, and 
the ball handling poorer as the 
game came down to the final 
minutes. Clemson pulled to 
within two points" of the Game- 
cocks, and this close score in- 
creased the crescendo of the 
crowd." With the final buzzer 
only one and a half minutes 
away, Wallace hit on two 
straight shots to put the Caro- 
lina Gamecocks into a final lead. 
Solitaire, which is experienc- 
ing a revival of popularity in 
this country, is supposed to have 
been invented by a French po- 
litical prisoner in the Bastille in 
left to right: Johnny Turner, Buford Goff, 
Fletcher Smoak, chairman, Jimmy Neal and 
Buddy Donelan.    (Photo by Bob Huey.) 
The newly appointed members of the Student 
Government Ways and Means Committee are, 
Ways And Means Group 
Named By Committee 
Smoak Is Chairman Of New 
Student Government Group 
Fletcher Smoak, a ceramic engineering sophomore from 
Columbia, S. C, has been named chairman of the newly 
appointed ways and means committee of Student Gov- 
ernment. 
The membersof the commit- 
tee, the first and only perma- 
nent committee in the student 
organization, are: Johnny Tur- 
ner and E. E. Major from Ma- 
rion, S. C; Bufford Goff, an E. 
E. major from Columbia, S. C; 
Buddy Donelan, an E. E. major 
from Columbia, S. C, and Jim-" 
my Neal, an architecture major 
from Greenville, S. C 
This committee will work 
directly under the supervision 
of the executive committee of 
Student Government. The 
committee's duties will be 
primarily concerned with car- 
rying out such functions as 
nomniations and elections, va- 
rious details in conventions, 
news released fronj the Stu- 
dent Government and other 
functions of the executive 
committee. 
The committee undertook its 
first project Monday when it 
held a poll to determine a time 
for the Junior-Senior banquet. 
It will be especially active prior 
to, and during the spring con- 
vention of the South Carolina 
Student Government Association 
to be held here at Clemson 
March 23 and 24. 
Jimmie Humphries, president 
of the Student Body, made the 
following statement on behalf of 
the executive committee in 
naming this committee: "We feel 
that this committee will be very 
instrumental in performing the 
many duties of the executive 
committee. Student Government 
at Clemson is becoming more 
and  more  important both  from 
SCHOLARSHIP 
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Scholarship Committee, • Long 
Hall, Clemson, S. C. Applicants 
must also take the South Caro- 
lina College Entrance Examina- 
tion not later than May 15, 19f.G 
at the time and places designat. 
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Let us have faith that right 
makes might; and in that faith 
let us, to the end, dare to do 













Lockhead's Georgia Division's long-range expansion pro- 
gram offers unlimited opportunities to young Engineers ini- 
terested in career development. 
Advanced research an development are underway on nuclar 
energy and its relationship to aircraft. A number of other 
highly significant classifiied projects augumented the exten- 
sive production program on the new C-130 turbo-prop trans- 
ports and B-47 jet bombers. 
Lockheed's Engineering Representatives, Frank Sutton, Dave 
Rogers, and Waymon Knight, will be on campus Thursday, 
February 23, Friday, February 24, and Saturday, February 25 
to discuss your future in Lockheed's expanding program. 
A group meeting will be held at 6 PM, Thursday, February 
23, in Olin Hall at which time a color movie describing the 
manufacture and flight of Lockheed's new Hercules turbo- 
prop transport cargo plane will be shown. All interested stu- 
dents are invited- 
See your Placement Officer for further details. 
LA r Is Li A A rl     Aircraft Corporation 
0 C K II 6 6 U Georgia Division 
necessity and desire and we 
feel that the formation of this 
committee is a step toward a 
more efficient student govern- 
ment." 
Senior Platoon Is 
Praised For Fine 
Drill Exhibition 
The Clemson Senior Platoon, 
fancy drill unit, returned from 
New Orleans last week after 
making a favorable impression 
on the large Marti Gras crowd. 
The majority of the platoon 
left for New Orleans February 
10 with the remainder coming 
down on the following Sunday. 
The New Orleans Naval Air 
Station served as headquarters 
for the group. 
The   platoon   drilled   Tues- 
day night in the King Comus 
parade, the last parade before 
Lent  on Wednesday  morning. 
Drilling  along  the  eight mile 
route, and in the rain part of 
the time, the platoon received 
nothing    but    favorable com- 
ment   from   the   half   million 
spectators lining the streets. 
After the parade many of the 
platoon   members   attended   the 
Rex Ball.    The group left Wed- 
nesday morning on their return 
tripto Clemson. 
Tests Given For 
Free Study In Cuba 
A scholarship for study in Cu- 
ba is open to an American grad- 
uate student, it was recently 
announced by Mr. Kenneth 
Holland, president of the Insti- 
tute . of International Education, 
in New York. This scholarship, 
the Father Felix Varela Fellow- 
ship, is good for study at the 
University of Havana during the 
1956-57  acaremic  year. 
Some of the requirements 
for qualifying for this award 
are: a Bachelor's Degree from 
an accredited college or uni- 
versity by date of departure; 
demonstrated academic abili- 
ty and capacity for indepen- 
dent study; good moral char- 
acter, personality and adapta- 
bility; good knowledge of 
Spanish; good health; and TJ. 
S. citizenship. 
The scholarship, which honors 
the widely-known Cuban edu- 
cator who lived more than half 
his life in the United States as 
auxiliary bishop of Baltimore 
and New York, covers tuition 
and most maintenance expenses. 
The applicant must be prepared 
to provide own transportation 
expenses plus funds for inciden- 
tals and other expenses. 
Preference will be given to 
candidates in the field of phi- 
losophy, Spanish and Spanish- 
American literature, history, 
Education, social sciences and 
Jimmy Jones Elected 
New Head Cheerleader 
Jimmy Jones, an electrical engineering junior from 
Anderson, has been elected as the new head cheerleader. 
He has been a cheerleader for the past three years. 
In addition to his cheerlead- 
ing position, Jimmy is president Fraternity Of Top 
Farmers Is Formed 
In 1,600 communities during 
January and February commit- 
tees of Junior Chamber of Com- 
merce members are putting 
wheels in motion to select the 
outstanding young farmers of 
their community area. 
Selected from the 21-35 age 
group, young farmers will be 
screened through local and 
state eliminations in preparation 
for a national program April 
12, in Pittsburgh, Pa., where 
America's Four Outstanding 
Young Farmers for 1955 will be 
announced. 
Top young agriculturists 
from 48 states will attend the 
Pittsburgh awards dinner and 
by their selection the four 
national winners will be en- 
rolled in a small, proud fra- 
ternity of past national se- 
lectees. The Pittsburgh pro- 
gram will be the second an- 
nual event under the joint 
sponsorship of U. S. Junior 
Chamber of Commerce and 
• American Petroleum Institute 
Cammittee on Agriculture. 
law, and they should be un- 
der thirty years of age, not 
primarily interested in re- 
search. 
This award is offered by the 
Cuban-American (Cultural Insti- 
tute. Applications may be se- 
cured from the Stu'dent Depart- 
ment of the Institute of Inter- 
national Education, 1 East 67th 
Street, New York City. 
of Phi Eta Sigma, a member of 
JONES 
the Council of Club President! 
and the Student Assembly, 
member of American Institute 
of Electrical Engineers and tht 
Institute of Radio Engineers, a 
member of the Tiger Brother- 
hood and is treasurer of the Ju- 
nior Class. 
Jimmy has expressed t *J « 
hope that "the spirit will be as 
high next year as it was this 
year, and that Clemson will d» 
her stuff again and bring home 
the bacon." 
It's admirable to fight for 
principle, as long as it's prin- 
ciple not prejudice. 
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SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Farm Implements - - Sporting Goods 
"Serving This Section Since  1895" 
Mauldin Chevrolet Company 
YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER 
Pendleton Phone 3821      Clemson Phone 5387 
We Service All Makes and Models 
Pendleton, S. C. 
1. SUPERIOR TASTE 
So good to your taste because of L&M's 
superior tobaccos. Richer, tastier—espe- 
cially selected for filter smoking. For the 
flavor you want, here's the filter you need. 
RELAX WITH 
phom «tMrBU TOBACCO Ca 
So quick on the draw! Yes, the flavor 
comes clean—through L&M's all white 
Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, pure 
white outside for cleaner,better smoking. 
mnmBIG RED LETTER DAYl YOUR     *"« "ij 
